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ABSTRACT 

This thesis incorporates a study of optical waveguiding 

and 6lectrooptic phase modulation in both planar and, rectangular 

waveguides of cadmium sulphide formed by evaporation in a clean high 

vacuum system. Single mode propagation in multimode structures is 

considered throughout this investigation. 

Laser radiation at 1-15 ý= was guided in planar thin poly- 

crystalline films of cadmium sulphide evaporated onto amorphous 

substrates* The evaporation parameters were studied in the context 

of minimising the optical attenuation. A minimum loss of 5 dBcm-l 

for the TE 
0 mode was obtained with films of apparent optimum 

stoichiometry and structure. Films grown epitaxially onto single 

crystal substrates have exhibited TE 
0 mode losses of 2 dBem 

The thin polycrystalline films of cadmium sulphide were 

successfully adapted into an Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al planar multilayer 

configuration which formed the basis of a low electrical drive power 

optical phase modulator. The structure was completely evaporated 

and unlike previous thin film modulators does not rely- on the use 

of single crystal substrates and waveguides. The power per unit 

bandwidth was minimised by careful choice of buffer and guide thick- 

nesses with particular attention made to the additional attenuation 

from the metal electrodes. An experimental structure with a guide 

thickness of 1-4 W and buffer thicknesses of 0-45 ým required 

11-5 mV4, UIz_l drive power for a phase change of 1 radian and a 
2 diffraction limited electrode area of 10-OxO-5 mm A theoretical 

description of the multilayer type electrooptic phase modulator is 

given and shown to adequately account for the experimental results. 

Tapered film coupling between 7059-glass films and cadmium 

sulphide optical waveguides was also dEmonstrated with* phase 

modulation in the composite structure. The structure provides a 

low insertion loss and also facilitates coupling between optical 



fibres and thin film devices which is an essential prerequisite for a 

fully optical communicatiom link. 

The fabrication of rectangular waveguides formed from thin 

polycrystalline films of cadmium sulphide by ion beam etching, 

selenium diffusion, chemical etching and evaporation onto preferentially 

etched silicon substrates is described. The most promising results 

have been 15 dBcm-1 for a 20 ý= x 2.0 W cadmium sulphide guide 

evaporated onto a preferentially etched silicon substrate and 

15-20 dBcm7l for a5 I'm x4 ým guide formed by selenium diffusion 

into cadmium sulphide (An = 5x, 0-3). In both cases the results 

refer to the lowest order TE mode. The results of an electrooptic 

p hase modulator based on a 20 ýLm x2 ým guide evaporated onto an 

etched silicon substrate are presented. For an electrode area of 

5-0 x 0,, 02 mm 
2a drive power of 1-45 mvglHz-l for 1 radian phase change 

and a base bandwidth of 4.7 GHz into a 502 load are predicted. 

A theoretical design study of directional couplers which 

exchange light through the electrooptic effect from one output port 

to the other is presented and proposals for a device using selenium 

diffused cadmium sulphide rectangular waveguides requiring 61 volts 

for switching are given. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The idea of using optical frequencies as the carrier for ultra 

high information rates has been considered for well over twenty years 

but it has only been with the advent of the laser some fifteen years 

ago that interest in optical communications began to expand rapidly. 

In 1969 Miller I 
stated the difficulties of a free space optical 

communications link using bulk optical components and proposed a 

solution whereby the optical devices could be miniaturised and 

combined on a single substrate with interconnections by means of 

rectangular waveguides (transmission lines). Because of its analogy 

with the miniaturisation of electrical components on a single "chip" 

(substrate) to form an integrated circuit Miller adopted the 

terminology "integrated optics" to describe this field of researcheý 

The benefits of such devices are a reduction in size and weight, 

rigidityp ease of alignment and freedom from environmental effects 

such as interference. 

Prior to Millerts proposals several workers had studied thick 

dielectric waveguides 
293 in which the light was coupled into the 

structures by focussing onto a polished end of the film. Such 

structures were invariably multimode and it was not until Tien et a14 

developed the prism-film coupler*g which enabled efficient excitation 

of discrete modes in thin film waveguidesq that "integrated optics" 

began to expand rapidly. Concurrent with this progress low luss 

planar . waveguides viere also reported5. Integrated optics is mainly 

concerned with a thin film fabrication technology which has progressed 

from the initial development of passive planar waveguides to active 

waveGuides incorporating devices such as modulators and switches 

often with lateral confinement of the guided wave. At the commence- 

The prism-film coupler was first reported by L. V. Iogansent Sovo 

Phys. Tech. Phys.. 7, P295 (1962). 
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ment of this research a large amount of effort had been given to the 

theoretical and experimental studies of coupling light into dielectric 

waveguides 
6P7,8; 

investigations of active rectangular wave, -,, uides were 

just appearing9 and'a number of active devices had been reported 
10011 

During the coixse of this research the dramatic reductions 

in the losses of optical fibres have led to the realisation of large 

bandwidth experimental communication links using semiconductor laser/ 

12 LED transmitters and photodiode receivers The subsequent result 

has been the development of planar optical waveguides in the expec- 

tation that thin film "integrated optical" circuits can provide a 

means of inexpensive multiplexing and demultiplexing within the 

transmitter and terminal stages respectively. Thin film waveguide 

devices have demonstrated a number of functions which have direct 

microwave counterparts. In addition to the many passive devices such 

as directional couplersl3t lenseS14 and prisms: 
L5, laser action 

16, 

frequency conversion 
17t deflection 

18 
, switching 

19 
, and modulation 

20 

have all been reported. Electrooptic modulators employing various 

materials such as lithium niobate 
21 

f gallium arsenide 
22 

and Cd(SpSe) 
11 

have all been demonstrated. The majority of interest is now concent- 

rated on gallium arsenide in which it is envisagod thatell the functions 

required for an integrated optical circuit can be performed 
23. In 

addition lithium niobateg which has very large electrooptic and 

acoustooptic coefficients and low waveguide attenuation 
24, has enabled 

very low drive power devices to be fabricated. Recently inveotigations 

have begun into interactions between devices on the same substrate 

and into the problem of efficient coupling between low index silica 

fibres and devices fabricated in high index guides 
25. 

The main goal of integrated optics has been towards the 

production of a high bandwidth optical communications*link. Howevert 

the techniques are also finding application in the areas of displays 

and interfacing electronics to optical memories where bulk optical 



components are used at present, the reduction in size and weighto rigidity 

and ease of alignment being key advantages. 

The basic requirement of any thin film device is a high 

-quality film and in the field of integrated optics this means the 

fabricatibn of dielectric waveguides with low attenuation. The level 

of technology required for this is extremely complex with approximately 

four orders of magnitude improvement in film loss required compared to 

dielectric layers used in optical filters. In fibre optical technology 

the transmission line can be drawn from high purity bulk material and 

losses approaching the - intrinsic scatter level can be achieved 
96 

0 

Howeverv the planar technology required for integrated optics does not 

permit the use of a similar technique and the dielectric waveguides 

must be formed directly onto a substrate with the light confined in one 

dimension, a slab waveguide, (Fig. l. laj or in two dimensions, a rec- 

tangular waveguidep (Fig. 1.1b). Rectangular waveguides represent a 

greater technological challenge due to the additional scatter loss 

from the sides of the guide. 

Initially waveguides were fabricated in passive noncrystalline 

materials such as glasses and organosilicons. The need for active 

devices quickly led to investigations of crystalline films which 

require a more stringent fabrication technology than do their amor- 

phous counterparts. Most methods of thin film deposition have been 

used including evaporation 
279 

sputtering 
28 

# proton implantation 29 
P 

diffusion3001 (both in and out)v ion exchange32 and chemical vapour 

deposition 23. 
Initially the bulk of active waveguideb were based on 

semiconductor materials such as gallium arsenide34 9 zinc sulphide4 9 

zinc oxide35936 and various diffused guides fermed by ll-Vj compound 

mixing9.11ovievert in and out diffusion of the ferroelectrics such 

as lithium niobate and lithium tantalate37 have been dhown to produce 

waveguides with low loss. All these guides with the exception of 

zinc sulphidev which possessed high waveguide attenuation and very 
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little crystallographic structure, were based on single crystal 

substrates. 

Por most device applications rectangular waveguides, with 

their lateral confinement of the guided light, provide lower cross- 

talk interference and enable closer packing of devices on a substrate. 

They also permit a change of propagation direction and in the case of 

electrooptio phase modulators lead to a lower power per unit band 

width requirement through reduced capacitance. For these reasons 

most recent waveguide fabrication has been directed toward the 

production of low loss, active rectangular waveguides with the main 

emphasis on gallium arsenide and its isomorphs38 , and the ferro- 

electrics lithium niobate and lithium tantalate39- Some interest 

still continues in the 11-VI diffused compounds40 which were the first 

11 
active rectangular waveguides to be reported In late 1974 Schmidt 

et al, 
24 demonstrated that titanium diffused into lithium niobate 

produced low loss rectangular waveguides and subsequently this optical 

waveguide fabrication technology has given way to device fabrication. 

The importance of coupling optical fibres to thin film devices 

has now been fully appreciated and the reflection loss problems 

associated with butting low refractive index fibres to high index 

films has not yet been solved. An alternative method of coupling 

is to taper the waveguide to allow its propagation constant to match 

to a mode in the fibre. This permits almost IOCý- power transfer but 

requires that the waveguide be grown on a low index substrate. 

Recently some work has been reported on the sputtering of the ferro- 

electrics to form low loss waveguides4l which would permit efficient 

fibre-film coupling. 

It has been apparent since work began on integrated optics 

that the modulator would be an essential element of any optical 

communications system. A recent review article by Kaminow 20 illustrates 
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the large amount of research effort that has 8one into the production 

of such devices. Many interactions have been used to modulate guided 

optical waves using a particular property of the waveguide or substrate. 

Modulation by electroabsorption effects such as injected free carrier 

absorption 
42 

or through the ele ctroopt, c2lq magnetooptic: 
43 

and acousto- 
44 

optic effects have all been demonstrated. Films used for magneto- 

optic interactions tend to be very lossy and effects such as Faraday 

rotation and the Cotton-Mouton effect rely on a rapidly changing 

magnetic field to induce modulation; hence the bandwidth of such 

devices is small* In acoustooptic modulators (deflectors) diffraction 

of the light beam occurs by means of an r. f. generated surface acoustic 

wave which usually requires larger powers for unit modulation bandwidth 

than do electrooptic modulators# There is the problem of interaction 

with other devices on the same substrate, Such devices are also 

limited by the bandwidth of the transducer used to launch the surface 

acoustic wave although they do not require increased power for increased 

bandwidth. Thus much research effort has been concentrated on 

modulators using the electrooptic. effect as these devices can achieve 

very wide bandwidths with low modulation voltages. . 

The electooptic effect was discovered over a century ago in 

1875 by Kerr45 when he observed refractive index changes in certain 

liquidsp such as carbon disulphidep on the application of an electric 

field across the liquid. The effect he noticed was a rcfractive index 

chanae proportional to the square of the applied electric field and is 

consequently known as the quadratic or Kerr effect. Subsequently 

in 1906 Pockels46 discovered the existence of an effect in crystals 

of quartz and tourmaline which had a linear dependence between applied 

electric field and induced refractive index change. This effect is 

now known as the Pockels or linear electrooptic effect and is the one 

most often used for electrooptic modulation as many crystals of high 
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optical quality possess large linear coefficients. Prior to the 

advent of Cuided wave optics bulk electrooptic modulators were 

diffraction limited in both the thickness and width directions. This 

resulted in large voltages being required for modulation due to the 

distance between the electrodes. The planar waveguide geometry 

permits distances of a few microns between the electrodes and thus large 

electric fields are set upý for only small applied voltages. When 

lateral confinement of the wave occurs diffraction limiting conditions 

no longer apply and very low power per unit bandwidth figures result. 

It is obvious that the electrooptic effect will normally 

result in phase modulation. For many applications amplitude modulat- 

ion is more desirable and a number of systems have been proposed and 

demonstrated as amplitude modulatorso These include grating diffract- 

ion modulators47 in which a periodic change in refractive indext induced 

through the electooptic effect, gives rise to a diffracted light beam, 

an electrooptically controlled directional coupler48949 in which tho 

light is transferred from one guide to another, a Mach-Zenhder thin 

film interferometer5o and a push-pull thin-film optical modulator based 

on two phase modulators in the arms of a Jamin interferometer 51. How- 

everg much of the work has concentrated on the production of low drive 

power phase modulators with two electrode geometries proposed (Fig 1.2). 

The multilayer configuration (Fig. 1.2a) is the more efficient since 

most of the electric field appears across the waveguide while with the 

transverse electrode geometry of Fig. 1.2b the fringing fields do not 

induce such a large refractive index change for the same applied 

voltageo However to use the multilayer structure requires a highly 

orientated crystalline film to be grown on an amorphous substrate 

while single crystal substrates can be used with the transverse electrode 

geometry. 

The majority of modulators reported to date have been based on 
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single crystal substrates employing the transverse electrode scheme. 

The ferroelectrics lithium niobate and lithium tantalate have proved 

the most successful due to the low waveguide losses possible with these 

materials. The first waveguide phase modulator was produced in 

22 10 
gallium arsenide In mid 1973 Kaminorr et al reported an eiectro- 

optic waveguide phase modulator in out-diffused lithium niobate and 

later that year Martin 
11 

reported a rectangular waveguide phase 

modulator based on diffusion into single crystals of 11-Vl semiconductor 

compounds. Subsequentlyo several modulating structures have been 

produced in gallium arsenide52 I lithium niobate53 and zinc oxide54. 

-1 The lowest power per unit bandwidth of 1-7 IAV,? AHz for one radian 

phase change at 633 nm is attributed to Kaminow et a, 
55 for a titanium' 

diffused lithium niobate rectangular waveguide modulator. 

All modulators are formed from high index materials and there 

is a significant problem when coupling such waveguides efficiently to 

low refractive index silica fibres. For modulators based on lithium 

niobate and gallium arsenide coupling to fibres is achieved by butting 

the fibre to the film and problems associated with accurate alignment 

and reflection losses give rise to a low transfer of optical energy* 

Thus although the waveguide loss is low the overall fibre-fibre in- 

sertion loss may still be high. The altermtive method to fibre-film 

coupling is to'phase match the film mode to a mode in the fibre and 

under these circumstances close to lOWo power transfer is possible. 

This method can, however, only be used if the substrate is of a lower 

refractive index than the optical fibre. When this condition applies 

the waveguide can be tapered to reduce its propagation constant to that 

of a fibre mode. To date the cadmium sulphide electrooptic phase 

modulator described in this thesis is the only such device amenable to 

the latter coupling technique. 

Cadmium sulphide was selected as a material which could be 

vacuum evaporated with a high degree of c-axis orientation parallel to 
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the incident vapour stream56. The high degree of inherent crystall- 

inity meant that amorphous substrates can be used and hence a modulator 

based on the multilayer structure (Fig. 1.2a) could be employed with a 

concomittant reduction in power per unit bandwidth. The structure 

was completely evaporated and is the only such device to have been 

reported. The modulator was subsequently considered as the basis ofEn 

electrooptically controlled directional couplerv proposed by Miller 1 

in which the optical signal can be switched between the two output 

ports. 

The aims of this research were essentially threefold. 

(3) To develop planar waveguides of cadmium sulphide by evaporation 

onto amorphous substrates and to reduce the waveguide losses to a 

tolerable level at which meaningful experiments could be carried out. 

(2) To study both theoretically and experimentally the multilayer 

electrooptic phase modulator using slab waveGuides of cadmium sulphide 

and to prove its compatability with a phase matched fibre-film coupling 
I 

technology* 

(3) To fabricate rectangular waveguides based on the evaporated 

cadmium sulphide thin films and demonstrate a low power per xnit band- 

width modulator based on these guides; further to study both theoreti- 

cally and experimentally the possibility of producing an electro- 

optically switched directional coupler based on the rectangular wave- 

guides of cadmium sulphide. 

This thesis is orgranised into four parts. 

Part 1 is concerned with the growth and optical wavegaiding in cadmium 

sulphide thin films. In chapter 2 the basic properties of slab wave- 

guides are summarised with particular reference to the case of cadmium 

sulphidee Chapter 3 outlines the growth kineticst nucleation and 

preparation of cadmium sulphide thin films. The basic film properties, 

mole analysis and optical attenuation of the films are described in 

chapter 4- 
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Part 11 is devoted to a theoretical and experimental study 

of planar multilayer cadmium sulphide waveguide modulators. In 

chapter 5a general theoretical analysis for multilayer waveguides is 

developed and, applied to the specific case of an Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al 

modulator structure. The experimental results of the modulators are 

described in chapter 6 along with the results of a novel composite 

modulator structure. 

Part Ill is concerned with work towards a low power per unit 

bandwidth electroopticphase modulator based on rectangular cadmium 

sulphide waveguides and an electrooptically switched directional 

coupler based on selenium diffused rectangular cadmium sulphide wave- 

guides. In chapter Tthe theory for rectangular waveguides is briefly 

outlined and modifications to the theory are made to account for the 

case of strongly asymmetric waveguides near cut-off. Experimental 

fabrication details for rectangular cadmium sulphide waveguides follow 

and the chapter is concluded with the results of a low power per unit 

bandwidth modulator. The theoretical design criteria for electro- 

optically switched directional couplers are evolved in chapter 8 and 

applied to the case of cadmium sulphide waveguides. 
-A 

design based 

on selenium diffusion into polycrystalline cadmium sulphide thin films 

is proposed. 

Paxt IV contains the conclusions on this study and outlines 

some proposals for future work. 



PART 1 

Cadmium Sulphide Thin Film Waveguides 
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SYNOPSIS 

A great deal of effort has gone into the evaluation of various 

materials which may be suitable as optical waveguides. Howeverv 

little has been reported on good quality crystalline films grown on 

amorphous substrates# Cadmium sulphide is one of a small group of 

11-Vl compounds that tend to grow with the c-axis preferentially 

orientated parallel to the incident vapour stream. This high degree 

of crystallinity is maintained with films grown on amorphous substrates. 

Other materials such as zinc sulphide and zinc oxide had been 

demonstrated to have large optical attentuation and cadmium sulphide 

was chosen for its ease of vacuum evaporation. The major problem is 

producing semiconductor guides of low loss and the value of 2 dBcm-1 

for planar single crystal films of cadmium sulphide (TE 
0 mode, X- 1-5 ýLm) 

remains one of the lowest waveguide attenuations reported. 

In this part the first chapter considers the theory of planar 

dielectric waveguides in both isotropic and anisotropic media, in 

particular the specific case of cadmium sulphide. Light beam coupling 

to thin film waveguides is considered in chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals 

with a theoretical resume of the growth and nucleation of evaporated 

cadmium sulphide films drawn from published literature and concludes 

with details of the experimental apparatus and growth conditions. 

The final chapter discusses the characterization of the thin films 

through the evaluation of waveguide and other parameters. The results 

are fully discussed in the'context of the factors governing waveguide 

attenuation. 
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CHAPTM, 2: TM, ', ORY OF PLANAR OPTICAL WATMUIDES 

The theory of propagation of light in dielectric thin films 

is of fundamental importance to the understanding of cadmium sulphide 

waveguides and associated devices considered in later chapters. There 

are two well established approaches to the evaluation of waveguide 

propagation; both have been extensively reported in the literature and 

will only be briefly summarized. The first is known as the "ray optics" 

approach57 and the second involves a solution obtained through electro- 

magnetic field theory58. 

It has been shovm that a continuum of modes exists associated 

with the waveguide59. This can be subdivided into two broad classificat-, 

ions; guided modes where the fields are confined by the waveguide and 

radiation modes57 where the fields are unguided. Only the former will 

be considered in this thesis. 

In this chapter a simple three layer planar waveguide geometry 

will be considered as shown in Fig* 2.1. All the media will be 

assumed isotropic and the theory will be extended to the case of three 

anisotropic media. The specific case of the cadmium sulphide waveguide 

will then be evaluated. Beam coupling to the waveguides will also be 

discussed. 

2.1 PROPAGATION IN ISOTROPIC MEDIA 

The ray optics approach considers the light to be a series 

of plane waves which propagate along a zig-zag path (Fig. 2.2) with 

the reflections at the guide-substrate/superstrate interfaces occurring 

due to total internal reflection. In order to satisfy-the criteria 

for guided modes the refractive indices must be such that n0<n1>n 2* 

When the wave is totally reflected it suffers a phase change 
60 

which 

can be geometrically represented as a shift on reflection called the 

Goos-Haenchen shift 
61 (Fig. 2-3)- For propagation thd waves must 

interfere constructively; that is for one round trip within the wave- 

guide the total phase change should be an integral number of 2n. 
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These above criteria yield the equation 

2kn, Wcose, -2ý 1() -2ý 12 ý 2mn (2.1) 

as the condition for guided modes. Where k- 2nA 9 the wave numberv 
ý10 and 

L2 
are the phase changes on reflection and m is an integer 

Of lf 2 --- 9 known as the mode number. 

For total internal reflection 
6o 

tan 12 n (n, 2 
sin 

26 
1 n2 2 n1cose 1 

(2.2) 

tan 10 = 
22 (n, sin 01 2 

no) nI cose 1 
(2-3) 

for the TE wavesq and 

tan n2 (n 2 
sin 

2el 
_ 

2)-. 'F /n 2n 
Cosa (2-4) ý 

12 11 n2 211 

tan ý 
10 

22222 
n, (n, sin a, - no) /n8ncose 

1 (2-5) 

for the UJ waves. 
k 

The phase constant P is defined as 

kn I sine, 

and the wave velocity v as 

v-c (k/p) (2-7) 

Combining- the above equations yields 
4- 2 

_1 
/ý-n 

2 no 
k, W( 22- 12' 

nj-p/ý) mn 4- tan 22+ tan 22 
(2.8) 

(n, -P/ý)2 (nl-P 02 

for the TE waves, and 2 .302L 
n n; )2 n _n 

2 

klll(n 2_ 2 
mn + tan-' 2+ tan-1 lwý 0 (2.9) -2 22222 

n2 (nj-p/ý) no(n, _p/ý)2 

for the 511 waves. 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) are known as the transcendental 

equations and are used to predict waveguide propagation in any three 

layer isotropic, lossless slab waveguide. 
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Electromagnetic field theory can be used to derive equations 

(2.8) and (2.9). For a time harmonic field in non-magrnetic, isotropic, 

source free media Maxwell's equations can be expressed as 

xE-- POA '(2.10a) 

2- 
X" =s0nE (2.10b) 

(2.10o) 

vH. o (2.10d) 

and yield the wave equation 

2E= 
110c n2 

a2 E 
0 at 2 

Applying the appropriate boundary conditions to equation (2.11) 

the transcendental equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be derived. The TE 

waves have field components Ey, Hx and Hz and the UT waves have field 

components H, E and E Inside the waveguide there is a sinusoidal yxz 
field variation with m+1 generally determining the number of field 

nodese The field outside the waveguide decays exponentially in the 

z direction and is called the evanescent field* The proportion of 

optical power carried in these evanescent fields depends critically 

on the waveguide thickness and the_refractive index discontinuity and 

, 
is an important consideration when metal boundaries are in close 

proximity to the waveguide. 

Both methods of solution have been outlined as each has 

advantages in a given situation and both will be utilised further in 

this thesis. 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) cannot be solved explicity for P9 

the phase constantp as the right hand side of the equation is a trans- 

cendental function of However by choosing values of phase 

constant the guide thickness can be calculated knowing the refractive 

indicesq wavelength of operation and mode number. A computer pro, -, -am 

was written to plot normalised phase constant Wk) versus guide 



thickness (W) for a number of TE and 711 modes. The flow diagram is 

detailed in Appendix Al. Fig. 2-4 shows P/k versus W for an air- 

CdS- glass substrate system at a wavelength of 1-15 Pm- It can be 

seen that there is a minimum thickness that will support a guided mode 

known as the cut-off thickness. This occurs when P/k -n where n is 

the larger surrounding refractive index. 

222222 Wýut-off TE '22 
fnin+tan- no-n 2) 

2/(nl-no)2] k(nl-n 0 
)" (2.12) 

[n2 2 2)-2j/n2 22 1ý' ) -L (2 2)2 , ýUt-off T1.1 ý 
tm. 

+t.. ýi-l 1 
(n 

0 -n 22 
(n 

1n 0) k n. 1-no 
(2-13) 

For the air - CdS - glass system the cut-off thickness for the TE 
0 

mode is 0-057 Pm- When the surrounding indices are the same the 

cut-o: rf thicknesses for the TE and 2.1 modes are equal and for the 

special case of the m=0 mode there is a guided mode for an infinitoly 

thin film* Under such conditions the evanescent fields penetrate 

deeply into the surrounding media. 

As the waveguide thickness increases the number of possible 

modes also increases and the PAof pach tends to the guide refractive 

index for increasing guide thickness. For very wide guides the phase 

constants of the modes become indistinguishable and plane waves propa- 

gate in the guide. In this situation the majority of the light energy 

is contained within the waveguide. 

2.2 PROPAGATION IN OPTICALLY ANISOTROPIC ITEDTA 

Cadmium sulphide is an anisotropic material and hence the 

three layer structure of section 2.1 must be modified to take into 

account the refractive index anisotropy. Fig. 2-5 illustrates a 

waveguide 'where the three media are considered anisotropic. The 

refractive indices no, n, and n2 have been replaced by the dielectric 

tensors C and C respectively. The most general form of I 
: L]' 

[E2]' 1 
31 

the tensor is 
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62 
and solutions of such waveguide systems have been published How- 

ever; in order to simplify the model the geometric axes will be consider- 

ed to be parallel to the crystallographic axesq reducing the off 

diagonal elements of the tensor to zero 
63. 

Thus the dielectric tensors 

IC 
119 

IC 
2. 
] 

and 
IC 

31 are of the form 

k 
xx, 

0k0 (2-15) 
0 yy - 

00kz 
zi 

The three layer system can be solved readily following an analysis of 

Yamamoto et al 
64 

since there is no interaction among independent modes. 

Maxwell's equations for a time harmonic field in non-magnetict 

source free media 

Iv x kl 0 il 
(2.16a) 

v. F, -0 
(2.16b) 

VxH- eýk] (2-17a) 

H-o (2-17b) 

yield the riave equation 

V Co 
aF. (2.18) 

0 at 2 

Noting that there is no variation along the y coordinate and applying 

the boundary conditions to equation (2.18) the mode equations for TE 

and Zil modes are derived, 
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(k 
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for TE wavesp and 

-1 .1 kkk z(p/k2 -klxx)i ý2zz 21 2zz2 2xx kW( ýý)2(k 
23cj-p/k mn + tan_ 

2xx k: Ltz 
2 klxx 2 (k 
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_j, .1 kk22 -k 
tan-' 2zz 2xx 

Wk 
3xx) 

.&T2 k 3zz2k 3xx 
2 (k 

2xx-K 

for 24 waves. 

2-3 WAVEGUIDE PROPAGATION IN THE CASE OF CADMIMI SULPHIDE 

Cadmium sulphide is a positive uniaxial material; with 

(2.20) 

kxx =k=n2 and kn2 where n and n are the ordinary and extra- yy 0. zz e0e 

ordinary refractive indices respectively. The superstrate and 

substrate are taken to be isotropic and when these conditions are 
I 

substituted into equations (2.19) and (2.20) the following equations 

result; 

ý/ 2- 2) j o/k2_ 2)-j 

kw(n 2 p/. 2)"23, 
= mn + tan-' 

(k ýn 
2+ tan-' - 

no 
3Z k22 (nZ ý/k2)-A: - (n 2 ý/k2) 117 

for TE waves, and 

2 21 n2V 2)W1 n 10ý110 
(ý&2 -n 2 

)2 
kW(- le 

mu + tan 
n: Lo 

(n 
k 10 222 

n2 

nn2 -n 
2) 21 

-1 In le 
Wk 

0 
+ an - 222 

n. 
.' 

(n l3p/ý) 
2 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

for 21 waves, where n lo and n le are the waveguide ordinary and extra- 

ordinary refractive indices respectively. 

Equation (2.21) is identical to the mode equation (2.8) 

derived for isotropic media and verifies that a TE mode will always 

be formed by an ordinary ray whatever the valua of P for the chocen 
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geometry of Fig* 2-5- 

Let the birefringence of a crystal B be defined as 

ne- 

Substituting (2.23) in (2.22) for n le yields 

kW(l B (n 2 
_P/ k 

2) 
. mTc + tan-I +-n-) 10 10 

tan-' 

222 
n 16 B 

Wk 
-n 2 

)2 

n2 

(14n 
16 

) 
(n 2 

-P/k 
2)2 

2 . 16 

-n 
2 

10 (1+ B 
(K2 

0 

n2n lo (n2 
0 lo-K2)t 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

The similarity between equation (2.24) and the mode equation (2.9) is 

marked. The only difference between th6 isotropic and anisotropic 

cases is a factor (1 +RB) in every term of the 0.1 mode equation for 

an anisotropic film of cadmium sulphide. 

The birefringence of ca&, nium sulphide is small (B - 0.01) and 

since n is equal to 2-32 the percentage change in each term of 
10 

equation (2.24) is 0-43%- Fig. 2.6 shows a plot Of 6PIk versus the 

birefringence B for an air - CdS - glass system for the 21 
0 mode of 

a1 pm. thick cadmium sulphide waveguide which calculated the change 

in normalised propagation constant_from the isotropic value for vary- 

ing amounts of birefringence. The difference in P/k can be seen to 

))e extremely small and for all further waveguide analyses, cadmium 

Sulphide will be considered to be isotropic. 

2-4 BE-91 COUPLING TO THIN MAT VIAVEGUIDES 

There are many methods of efficiently coupling free space 

propagating light into a mode of a-thin film waveguide. These in- 
66 67 6a 

clude edge focussing, tapered film coupling, holographic coupling, 

grating coupling 
69 

and prism coupling . All have been the subject of 

extensive theoretical and experimental studies and only a brief 

description of the latter two will be given since they form an integral 
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part of the experiments described in later chapters. Both methods 

allow the efficient excitation of discrete modes in a multimode wave- 

guide. 

2-4.1 THE GRATING COUPLER 

This type of coupler is produced by forming a thin phase 

grating (usually in photoresist) on top of the waveguide (Fig. 2-7a) 

or by etching a pattern directly into the waveguide or substrate 

(Fig. 2-7b). ' One of the diffraction orders of the grating is used 

to couple light into the waveguide mode by adjusting the angle of the 

incoming beam such that the diffracted beam has the same phase 

velocity along-the film direction as the guided mode. Such couplers 

h. ave typical input efficiencies of ov 4Wo 
69 

although an efficiency of 

7Wo has been reported. 
70 

Grating couplers have the advantage of compactnesst rigidity 

and compatability with a planar thin film technolor,, y. Photoresist 

gratings are inefficient on cadmium sulphide due to the large 

refractive index difference between the two materials resulting in a 

small perturbationo The gratings were consequently ion etched into 

the substrate to improve the coupling efficiency. Howevert because 

of the processing involved in prepiaring the gratings,, prism, couplers 

were used extensively in most experiments. 

2-4.2 THE PRISM COUPLER 

Prism couplers enable accurate calculation of mode propdgation 

constants, the launching of light at any chosen point on the film and 

have a theoretical maximum input efficiencY of 81% 7. 

In this type of couplerv coupling takez place through the 

surface of the film. The evanescent field associated with the total 

internal reflection of light at the boundary between the prism base 

and the air gap allows the light to "tunnel" into the waveguide 
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(Fig. 2.8). Coupling proceeds to a guided mode when the angle of 

incidence on the lower prism face is such that the evanescent field 

in the gap region travels with the same phase velocity along the 

film direction as the guided mode. As the coupler is reciprocal to 

prevent the light leaking back out of the waveguide the prism is 

truncated after the maximum light energy has been transferred to the 

film. 

The propagation constants of the, modes can be obtained by 

measuring the synchronous coupling angles for the modes. The measure- 

ment of two or more mode angles permits the film refractive index and 

thickness to be calculated from the mode equation provided the surround- 

ing indices and wavelength of operation are known. A numerical 

method is used to solve the equations and the flow diagram for the 

computer program is given in Appendix A2. This method was used to 

evaluate most of the films grown. 

The prism coupler used for launching light into the cadmium 

sulphide thin films was made from rutile. This is a highly bire- 

fringent material7l, and was cut with the crystal axes as shown in 

Fig. 2.8 to allow a constant prism refractive index for both TE and 

24 modes. The TE mode has its E-field parallel to the c-axis and is 

hence subject to extraordinary refractive index while the 24 mode 

E-field vectors rotate through the ordinary refractive index plane. 

The large birefringence of rutile enables the design of a 

coupler which will launch equal powers in both a TE and a 2.1 mode 

by using the birefringence to compensate for PTE > P,,, in a given 

waveguide structure. Such a prism could be useful, for instance, 

to excite TE and 'AT modes in an amplitude modulating structure. The 

design of the prism is described in detail in Appendix Bo 
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CHAPTER 3: GROWTH OF EVAPORATED CADMIUM SULPHIDE THIN MITS 

Cadmium sulphide thin films have been the subject of a great 

deal of research over many years. Apart from sputtering ofýthe 

compound cadmium sulphide72 , evaporation of either the elements 

cadmium and sulphur, compound cadmium sulphide or a combination of 

both have been amongst the most frequently used deposition techniques. 

Howeverý deposition procedures have varied considerably causing wide 

fluctuations in the reported properties of the thin films. This tends 

to indicate that the physical properties of cadmium sulphide thin films 

are very dependent on their method of preparation and post evaporation 

treatments. The film quality depends not only on the vapour pressures, 

substrate temperature and impurity concentration of the charge but also 

on the evaporation rates, vapour composition, source temperature and 

nature of the substrate and surface morphology. 

Previous work has always involved optimising the evaporation 

conditions to produce the best electricalf optical or structural 

property of the cadmium sulphide thin film73. This research differs 

in that the optical property (the waveguide loss) which is being 

optimised has not previously been considered. Howeverv this parameter 

was related to optimizing some of the more common thin film parameters 

namely the structure and stoichiometry. The films were mainly grown 

on amorphousp inert (no chemical reactivity with the incident vapour) 

substrates as these were to form the basis of subsequent device3. The 

film were thus polycrystalline although some films of cadmium sulphide 

were deposited on single crystal substrates. 

A theoretical and experimental study of source temperature, 

impinging vapour rates, composition of vapours, reaction processes 

and nucleation was not considered to be within the scope of this 

research. The underlying principles involved are however of para- 

mount importance in obtaining an understanding of how the properties 

of thin films respond to changes in their structure and composition 



as well as being essential to the control of their characteristics. 

Consequentlyt the first part of this chapter deals broadly with the 

principles involved in cadmium sulphide evaporation kineticsv 

nucleation and film growth and is drawn extensively from published 

work. The deposition equipment is then outlined and finally the 

deposition procedure and conditions are described. 

3-1 ITODEL OF CADMITRA SULPHIDE EVAPORATION 

3.1.1 KDTETICS OF CADMIMA SULPHIDE EVAPORATION 

Thermal evaporation of compound cadmium sulphide in vacuum 

is a common technique used to deposit cadmium sulphide thin films and 

can be performed where there is either an equilibrium between the 

vapour and solid or where there is a non equilibrium. The latter 

condition is the one that normally prevails during vacuum evaporation. 

Cadmium sulphide is knoym to dissociate upon evaporation into 

a vapour composed predominantly of cadmium atoms and sulphur (S 
2) 

molecules together with smaller amounts of the heavier species of 

sulphur74. In general this vaporization will occur through a series 

of reaction steps one of which will be the rate determing step depend- 

ing on the condition of the reaction. There have been many studies 

to determine the reaction steps75 -and the rate determining step76 and 

many different processes have been discovered. To obtain the same 

evaporation-rate it is thus essential to have the same processes occurr- 

ing in each evaporation. Not only should the inputs to the evaporator 

be kept constant to maintain a constant source temperature but also the 

composition of the charge must be identical to maintain the same react- 

ion steps. 

The condensation of a single component or elemental vapour 

onto a solid surface is a function of complex adsorptionp surface 

diffusion and nucleation phenomena77. When the vapour consists of 

two components the interaction between the two components as well as 
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their condensation and reevaporation must be taken into consideration. 

No comprehensive description of the mechanism of cadmium sulphide 

condensation has been published although a few experimental studies 

have been concerned with the kinetics of condensation77. During 

condensation the following events are considered to occur. The 

impinging atom or molecule is attracted to the surface of the 

substrate by some force (eg Van der Waals forces) and as a result 

loses its velocity component normal to the surface provided the 

kinetic energy is not too large. The vapour atom is then physically 

adsorbed and will move across the surface until it either interacts 

with other adsorbed atoms to form a stable nucleus (chemically 

absorbed) or it reevaporates or desorbs into the vapour phase. 

Condensation is thus an equilibrium between adsorption and desorption 

processeso . 
The two coefficients normally used to describe the properties 

of impinging atoms are the accommodation and sticking coefficients.. 

The sticking or condensation coefficient is defined as the probability 

of an impinging particle being adsorbed, thermally equilibrated and 

incorporated into the surface. The accommodation coefficient is used 

to describe the degree of thermal equilibrium of the substrate surface 

particles incident onto and subsequently ejected from it (it is an 

indication of the amount of energy interchangge between the substrate). 

These coefficients are controlled by the type of substrate employed, 

substrate temperature and the impinging rate and composition of the 

vapour. The latter condition is set by the source (evaporator) 

conditions and thus the substrate temperature becomes the single most 

important parameter governing the thin film stoichiometry. A 

theoretical and experimental analysis of binary vapours reported by 

Gunther7B is based on an extension of the well established theory for 

a single component vapour. He demonstrates that for compounds with 
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a lower vapour pressure than either of the single components (as is the 

case with cadmium sulphide) accurate control of the substrate temperature 

is the single most important criterion for depositing exactly 

stoichiometric layers of the compound. Provided the incident vapour 

rates are sufficiently large then for a substrate temperature at which 

the sticking coefficients of the single components are zero stoichio- 

metry is possible. 

The vapour-substrate-nuclei reaction at the substrate surface 

is illustrated in Pig- 3-1- The components of the vapour are consider- 

ed to be absorbed onto the surface and to undergo an equilibrium 

reaction between formation of compound cadmium sulphide, complexes of 

cadmium and sulphur, and free cadmium and-sulphur which can be desorbed. 

Adjustment of the vapour rates and composition and the substrate 

temperature shift the equilibrium position of this reaction and can 

lead to the deposition of stoichiometric films of cadmium sulphide. 

_3.1.2 
GROWTH AIM CRYSTALLINITY OF CADMILITI SULPHIDE FIIATS 

Many of the important physical properties of cadmium sulphide 

films are sensitive to the method of deposition and the processing 

techniques. The microstructure including crystallographic phasesv 

crystallite size and orientation, and surface features such as rough- 

ness and uniformity depend on factors including substrate temperature, 

deposition rate and angle, and ambient pressure. These variations 

influence the electrical and optical properties and cause non-bulk 

behaviour. 

The absorbed atoms react with each other to form nuclei and 

this is known as the nucleation stage in film growth. The nuclei 

will grow or decay until a certain critical size is reached beyond 

which they will no longer decay. 
79 The growth stage then occurs 

when the nuclei agglomerate into small islands which eventually join 

up to form a continuous deposit and finally a complete film. As 
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the islands grow in size they orientate themselves to achieve an 

equilibrium shape but once large islands form they cannot change shape 

rapidly enough before further growth occurs and thus necks are produced 
80 between the islands Grain boundaries occur in the necks of differ- 

ently orientad. crystallites and the size of the islands at this 

critical stage in the growth governs the grain size. The larger the 

grain size the better will be the thin film structure and the lower the 

optical scatter loss. Thus it is important to achieve growth conditions 

which will produce large grains. The deposition parameters affect 

the agglomeration rate through the sticking coefficients and absorbed 

particle mobility; thus a larger grain size will be obtained if the 

growth rate is slow 
81 

0 

For films evaporated onto inert amorphous substrates the 

important crystallographic considerations are the grain or crystallite 

size and the orientation of the film. The grain size is affected by 

the growth ratep substrate temperature, vapour velocity parallel to 

the'surface, inertness and smoothness of the surface and finally 

deposition angle. For large grain size, therefore, a high substrate 

temperature appears desirable. However high substrate temperatures 

tend to inhibit growth as do absorbed impurities and residual gases 

owing to the reduction in sticking coefficient and the low rate of 

surface diffusion. There should thus exist an optimum substrate 

temperature for the best film structure. 

Polycrystalline films of cadmium sulphide have crystallo- 

graphic order in the c-axis direction; this is Imovm as fibre axis 

texture or preferred orientation. Fibre texture may develop at any 

stage of the deposition and is. strongly dependent on deposition 

parameters 
56 

; substrate temperature, deposition rate and angle, type 

and surface structure of substrate, although the latter may not 

influence the final stages of growth. Pibre texture arises because 
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of the differing growth rates of the various crystallite orientations 
82 

at a given time . Since initial crystallites usually have an 

equilibrium formg preferred orientation is possible on amorphous 

surfaces. When preferred orientation occurs the texture axis is 

commonly inclined towards the direction of incidence of the vapour 

stream56. I-lost common crystal defects can occur in cadmium sulphide 

thin films either by an extension of substrate imperfections into the 

crystal structure or when the islands are coalescing during the 

nucleation-growth phase. 

Cadmium sulphide films predominantly have a wurtzite structure 

but the zinc blend structure has also been detected83,84. Pil. s 

deposited on amorphous substrates usually exhibit a degree of 

preferred orientation with the c-axes of the crystallites normal to 

the substrate surface in the initial layers arising from the nucleat- 

ion conditions. As the film thickness increases the growth conditions 

determine the preferred orientation and the c-axes tend to aligm 

themselves in the direction of the incident vapour stream. 

3.2 DEPOSITION EQUIRFENT 

3.2.1 VACUTRI SYSTT24 

A schematic diagram of the vacuum system assembled for the 

evaporation of cadmium sulphide is shown in Fig- 3.2. It maintained 

a working vacuum between 5xlO-8 and 10-7 Torr during cadmium sulphide 

deposition and had an ultimate vacuum pressure of 10-9 Torr, produced 

by a combination of ion and titanium sublimation pumping. The 

rotary pump was connected through a molecular sieve trap to prevent 

oil migration from the pump contaminating the vacuum chamber. The 

whole system was baked to 100 0C before each evacuation of the chamber 

to remove the water vapour and achieve the ultimate vacuum of 10-9 Torr 
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The electrical pumping system is inherently much slower than a 

conventional diffusion pumped vacuum system but the reduced level of 

hydrocarbon contamination and the lower background level of other 

residual gases outweighed this disadvantage. This level of cleanli- 

ness was considered essential to producing consistent results. 

3,2.2 EVAPORATION CWTBER 

A schematic diagram of the evaporation chamber is shown in 

Fig- 3.2. The evaporation of compound cadmium sulphide was carried 

out using an electron gun evaporator, type EG2 (vacuum Generators)v with 

a maximum rating of 2kW. The beam was electrostatically focussed onto 

the source to give a beam diameter of approximately lmm. The 

cadmium sulphide charge was contained in a water cooled copper hearth. 

Electron beam evaporation was chosen as a convenient means of deposit- 

ing cadmium sulphide with out risk of contamination from the evaporator. 

The substrate heater, a stainless steel block with radiant 

heaters, was placed in a direct line of sight to the source and normal 

to the impinging vapour stream in order to induce c-axis growth of the 

crystallites normal to the plane of the substrate. The temperature 

was controlled to ± 10C by means of a proportional controller with a 

temperature gradient along a three inch glass substrate of less than 

10C. The substrate temperature was monitored by a platinum resistance 

thermometer located in the stainless steel block in order that temper- 

ature measurements were always made from the same position. This 

temperature, which will be called the substrate temperature, was 

between 00 and 30 0C higher than the front face of. the substrate. 

The growth rate was estimated using a quartz crystal thick- 

ness monitor (Edwards Speedivac Model 1) which was also used to calculate 

the film thickness, 

All the evaporation chamber fittings were cleaned regularly 

to prevent excessive outgasing from previous cadmium sulphide deposits. 
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3-3 DEPOSITION PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS 

The properties of an evaporated cadmium sulphide film depend 

critically on the deposition procedure and conditions. It is thus 

important to outline how the various parameters were controlled during 

an evaporation such that reliable and reproducible films could be 

fabricated. The various parameters that could be controlled were 

substrate temperature, source-substrate distance, rate of evaporationg 

source material, substrate material, ultimate pressure and ambient 

pressure during evaporation. The latter two were dealt with in 

section 3.2 amd the rest will be considered below. 

The parameters were controlled by setting the evaporator 

variables and finally the substrate conditions since there is an inter- 

relation of parameters when a cadmium sulphide film is grown from the 

compound. Two different cadmium sulphide starting materials were 

used and required quite different growth conditions (see chapter 4)- 

The material was, howeverv always used in a fine powder form and packed 

into the hearth in the same manner (for the same input conditions to the 

electron beam gun a lower growth rate was observed for crystalline 

lumps). The minimum power attainable from the electron beam power 

supply was 8 watts and during evaporations it was always maintained 

at that level to produce the slowest evaporation rate. The source- 

substrate distance was set to a height of 211 which permitted a reason- 

able film uniformity over a 1-511 diameter region of the substrate. 

With the above variables held constant the substrate temperature was 

used to adjust the condensation and reevaporation rates of the vapour 

components to produce the optimum film structure. 

To produce a thin film suitable for experimental investigat- 

ions considerable care had to be exercised in the predeposition treat- 

ment of the substrates. The cleanliness of the substrate surface was 

of paramount importance because of the marked influence it had on the 

final physical and adhesive properties of the deposited films. it 
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was necessary to outgas the substrate and the substrate heater at IOOOC 

during the bake-out stage in order that the ultimate vacuum may still 

be attained when the substrate is at a temperature of greater than 

200 0 C. In the interests of film adhesion it was found advisable to 

allow the substrate to cool to below 60 0C before removing it from the 

vacuum chamber* 



CHAPTER 4: CAIMMITA SULPHIDE TITIN PTIM CTIARACTEMIZATION 

Cadmium sulphide had not previously nor has subsequently 

been used by other research workers as a material for thin film di- 

electric waveguides. The rationale for this work is the ease with 

which cadmium sulphide can be vacuum evaporated and the preferential 

c-axis orientation of the films when grown onto most substrates be they 

amorphous, polycrystalline or single crystal. These properties are 

of fundamental importance when the device structures discussed in 

chapters 6P 7 and 8 are considered. 

Cadmium sulphide is a group 11-VI semiconductor compound and 

some of its basic properties are listed in Table 4-1- It has 

a band gap of 2-42eV, exhibits a small birefringence of 0.01 and 

possesses the hexagonal wartzite structure with the c-axis orientated 

perpendicular to the plane of the film. It shows good transmission 

properties in the range 1-14 microns85 and hence is most useful as an 

infrared material. 

The films of cadmium sulphide were evaporated from two 

differpnt starting materials (high purity single crystal cadmium 

sulphide grown by Eagle Picher and "Optran Grade" polycrystalline 

lump producedýby B. D. H. ) using the apparatus described in chapter 3- 

Substrates of different materials were used and a variety of evaporat- 

ion conditions employed. 

The results of analytical techniques other than waveguide 

analysis are described in section 4-1 for amorphous substrates of 

glass and fused silica. Section 4.2'describes the waveguide 

evaluation while films grown on single crystal subst: Fates of spinel 

are considered in section 4-3- Subsequent modifications to the 

growth conditions are described in section 4-4 and section 4-5 concludes 

with a discussion of the factors which contribute to waveguide loss. 
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Molecular weight 144-48 

Refractive index - ordinary 2.32 (X-1.15ým) 
extraordinary 2.336 

Transmission limits -tong wavelength 16 pm 
short wavelength 0.52Pm 

Thermal conductivity 3.8xj0-2CC[. crrýsec-'*C-' 

Thermal expansion 4.2x1O_ 6 OC-1 

Band gap 2.42 eV 

Lattice spacing 4.1374 

Halt mobility -electrons 300 CM2V-lSeC-1 
holes 50 CM2V-1 sec-1 

Effe ctive mass ratio -electrons 0.17 
holes 0.6 

TABLE 41 Some basic properties of US 

J 
$ 
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4-1 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

The aim of the subsequent analyses was to provide information 

which would enable thin films of cadmium sulphide with the lowest 

possible propagation loss to be produced and to understand the reasons 

for any remaining attenuation. Film appearance is the first obvious 

indication of film quality and Fig- 4-1 shows the dramatic change in 

film stoichiometry caused by varying the substrate temperature. The 

dark brown films indicate an excess of cadmium and as the substrate 

temperature is increased a 1: 1 cadmiumt sulphur ratio is established. 

Raising the substrate temperature still further leads to sulphur rich 

films which are characterized by the cloudy appearance. 

A number of other basic thin film properties were measured 

and are discussed in the following subsections. 

4.1.1 BAND EDGE 

Band edge measurements were carried out to gain an understand- 

ing of the transmission properties of the thin films in the wavelength 

region to be considered for optical waveguiding. Two conventional 

spectrometers were used to cover the wavelength range from 0-35 microns 

to 2-5 microns. Pilms were grown for a range of substrate temperatures, 

(200-3000C) and growth rates (1000-3000 Imin-1). Both the single 

crystal and polycrystalline starting materials were used. The 

amorphous glass substrates used throughout this analysis transmitted 

into the near ultra-violet and therefore did not interfere with the 

band edge measurements# The film thicknesses varied for each 

evaporation, although similar input conditions to the electron beam 

gun, were used, due to the variation in substrate temperature. This 

thickness variation was taken into consideration when comparing the' 

resultso 

Fig- 4.2 illustrates plots of band edge versus substrate 

temperature for diýferent growth rates and both starting materials* 
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Tile band edge is less abrupt in low temperature cadmium rich films and 

extends towards 1 pm. As the cadmium: sulphur ratio approaches 1: 1 

the band edge becomes much sharper and tends to the bulk single 

crystal value of 520 nm. The band edge remains at 520 nm for high 

temperature films. The lower growth rate films (1000 A min-') have 

a band edge nearer the bulk value of 520 nm for the same substrate 

temperature. 

The band edge measurements suggest that in films which are 

deficient in sulphur the structure disorder gives rise to a large. 

number of trapping levels in the band Cap which serve to reduce its 

effective width. For films whose band edge is greater than 600 rim 

the absorption at 1-15 pm becomes significant and these films have a 

large optical waveguide attenuation at this wavelength. 

4.1.2 RESISTIVITY 

Resistivity is a property of a cadmium sulphide film that has 

frequently been used by a large number of workers as a fiGure of merit 

when gauging film qualitY73. Resistivity is affected by the free 

carrier concentration level and the electron mobility. The latter 

factor is a strong function of the film structure while the free 

carrier concentration should indicate the level of free carrier 

absorption loss. The resistivity measurements were carried out using 
86 by Valdes The input resistance a four-point probe method descrý 

of the meters available meant that resistivities of greater than 1042cm 

could not be measured; for cadmium sulphide films of this resistivity 

free carrier absorption should be negligible. Film resistivity was 

calculated as the average value of a series of measurements made over 

a central region of the film. 

The cadmium sulphide films were grown on amorphous glass 

substrates (non-conducting) over a raiige of substrate temperaturest 

growth rates and source materials. The thickness variations of the 



films were taken into account in the calculation of resistivity, 

Fig- 4-3 shows graphs of resistivity versus substrate 

temperature for different growth rates and both starting materials. 

With the single crystal starting material the resistivity rises with 

increasing substrate temperature. The polycrystalline material on 

the other hand passes through a maximum resistivity value. The 

resistivity was greater for the slower growth rate. 

In the films grown from the single crystal material the 

resistivity appears dominated by the free carrier level which arises 

because of the high sulphur concentration in this material. Howevert 

with the films grown from the polycrystalline material the structural 

order dictates the concentration of free carriers with the maximum 

in resistivity. occurring at the optimum film structure. For all 

films the mobility varied by less than one order of magnitude and 

hence had a less significant effect on the resistivity changes. 

The different compositions of the two source materials also account 

for the lower substrate temperatures of the single crystal material 

for the same resistivity. 

4-1-3 PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY 

Photoconductivit5r measureSents were made on the cadmium 

sulphide thin films to provide a more accurate indication of the 

regions of the spectrum in which strong absorption was likely to 

occur and hence those wavelengths to be avoided when waveguide 

evaluation was attempted. There is obvious photoconductivity 

at wavelengths near the band edge but the main concern was the 

presence of trapping levels causing a photoconductive signal - in Ihe 

0.6-1-15 micron region. 

Aluminium electrodes were evaporated directly through a 

metal foil mask and contacts were made by attaching gold wires to the 0 
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electrodes using a silver suspension. Three discrete laser wave- 

lengths (0.633 Pm, 0.9 pm and 1-15 ý=) were used in the investigation 

to Provide high intensity probes. The light was directed normally 

through the film between the electrodes and the photoconductivity 

measured under a. c. conditions for increased sensitivity. 

A strong photoconductive signal at 633 run was exhibited by all 

the films. This is in keeping with the strong fluorescence observed 

at 610 nm in the films. The measurements at 0.9 ýtm and 1.15 Pm 

showed a slight photoconductive signal for the low substrate temperature 

films. Although no photoconductivity was detected with normally 

indicent light for films grown above 100 0 Ct a small signal was measured 

in these films by guiding the light between the electrodes. The 

optimum substrate temperatures were 160 0C for the single crystal 

starting material and 260 0C for the polycrystalline lump and yielded 

filrýs with a trap density responsible for absorption at 1-15 I. Lm of 

less than 1.0 15 
cm3. 

The measurements confirmed that either 0.9 jim or 1-15 pm are 

suitable wavelengths for propagation in cadmium sulphide waveguides. 

The results show no evidence of a sulphur trapping level at about 

IeV87 which would affect waveguide loss at 1-15 Pm- 

1 4.1-4 ITICROSCOPIC FEE "TALYSIS 

Microscopic analysis is one of the most important techniques 

available for gauging the film quality and hence the optical waveguide 

loss. The films were examined using a scanning electron microscope 

at University College London, X-ray analysis was carried out by Standard 

Telecommunication Laboratories, Harlow and transmission electron micro- 

scope studies made by the Chemistry Department, Glasgow University. 

The SIM and X-ray work was carried out on films grown on glass substrates 

while the TEN analysis was for a film grown on sodium chloride. 

The SDA study was carried out by cleaving the glass substrate 
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and examining the surface and the cleaved edge of the film. The 

results have subsequently been repeated in the department and Fig- 4-4 

shows micrographs of two films grown at different substrate temperatures. 

The much larger grain size of the higher temperature material is apparent 

and is significant from optical loss considerations. In both films 

the fibre texture is apparent, the larger the grain size the lower 

the waveguide loss. The initial film layers have no discernible 

crystal structure (amorphous region) and this causes some additional 

waveguide loss particularly in thinner films < lpm). 

The X-ray analysis was carried out to gain a quantitative 

idea as to the preferred orientation of the c-axes. The results 

show that on amorphous glass substrates the c-axes are within t 200 

of the normal to the plane of the film. 

With transmission electron microscopy the first few hundred 

angstroms of film growth can be examined in detail. However, ionic 

substrates were used to facilitate separation of the film from the 

substrate. Cadmium sulphide on sodium chloride was found to grow 

epitaxially which is in agreement with other published results 
88 but 

gives no insight into the initial growth layers on amorphous glass 

substrates* 
k 

4.2 WAVEGUIDE EVALUATION 

Waveguiding was attempted with visible radiation of 0.633 lim 

but due to trapping levels within the band gap no guiding was observed 

in any film produced. The next helium-neon transition at 1-15 pm was 

thus used in the majority of waveguide analyses. Most thin film 

information was routinely obtained by the optical methods described below. 

4.2.1 MODE CONSTANT IMASUREITENTS 

Two types of coupler were used for launching the 1-15 vm. 

radiation into the cadmium sulphide thin films. The first method 
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employed a grating which had been formed by etching a phase pattern in 

the substrate (Pig- 5-4a) and the second used a rutile prism coupler 

(Fig- 4-5b). A photo resist grating depositod directly onto the 

cadmium sulphide film did not induce a sufficient phase perturbationg 

due to the large refractive index difference between the cadmium 

sulPhide and photoresist films, to allow efficient coupling. A 

glass or fused silica substrate covered with a film of Shipley 

89 AZ1350 photoresist was exposed to a 476.5 nm argon ion interferometer 

and the required grating periodicity of-& - 0-76 W produced. The 

edges of the phase gratings were produced by contact printing using a 

white light source. The gratings were then ion beam etched for 30 

minutes to define the phase pattern in the substrate. The 

combination of a vacuum evaporated cadmium sulphide film and the etched 

grating produced a coupler with a compact planar structure and a 

coupling efficiency of 35% for 1-15 tm radiation in the TE 
0 

film mode. 

Rutile prisms provided a much simpler means of clnracterizing the cadmium 

sulphide waveguides but repeated application of the prism did cause 

surface damage to the film. These couplers had launching efficiencies 

of 65% for 2-15 ýa radiation coupled to the TE 
0 mode. The refractive 

indicesof. the prism. were measured experimentally at 1-15 Pm to be n 0 

- 2-472 and neý 2-732 which confirm the values calculated from the 

dispersion relations given by de Vore7l for rutile. 

The combination of a quarter-wave plate and a Glan-laser 

calcite polariser was used to select either the TE or TNT polarioation 

without significant lateral displacement of the 1-15 pm input beam. 

The position of the infrared beam on the input coupler was located by 

means of a 0*633 pm laser beam collinearly aligned with the infrared 

beam to within 0.5 milliradians. The infrared radiation was monitored 

by either a Kodak phosphor card or a vacuum image converter tube both 

of which gave visual displays of the 1-15 pm light directly incident 
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on them. In later experiments an image converter (Electrophysips 

model IRV 7100) was available which allowed direct observation of the 

infrared beam in the cadmium sulphide thin film. Coupling to the 

waveguides was achieved by observation of the input beam after 

xeflection. from the base of the prism or the phase grating. A black 

line was observed through the up-converted beam when power was coupled 

into the waveguide. At the output coupler a bright spot corresponding 

to the mode launched in the guide was seen along with the I'm-lines"57 

associated with energy coupled into other ravegaide modes through 

scattering. The existence of a waveguide mode was further confirmed 

by scratching the cadmium sulphide film (once all the measurements had 

been made) at which radiation from the output coupler ceased. 

The most accurate estimates of film refractive index and 

thickness were determined by computer calculations (Appendix A2)* 

using the known refractive indices of the prism and substratet and 

the angles measured between the incident laser beam direction and the 

plane of the film for which synchronous coupling into the TE or 24 

waveguide modes occurred. The effective indices (P/k) for the modes 

were derived from these angles and a knowledge of either the rutile 

prism geometry or the phase grating period. Subsequently, the film 

thickness for each value Of P/k from a set of modes was calculated 

using the appropriate characteristic equation for the mode and a 

selected value of guide refractive index* The refractive index was. 

then varied until the values of film thickness were the same for each 

mode. For the prism coupler film thicknesses could be calculated to 

1% and refractive indices to better than t 0.1'1"fo. The refractive 

indices and thicknesses of a number of cadmium sulphide films are 

listed in Table 4.2 along with-other data relating to, the films, 

Every film analysed exhibited a small birefringence with An=nvý, -nTr-0.01. 

The values of n RI and n TE are comparable with the bulk indices of single 
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crystal cadmium sulphide given by no=2-32 and ne -2-336 at 1.15 Pm 
65. 

The small birefringence found in cadmium sulphide thin films 

can be neglected when considering waveguide analysis and thus Abeles 

method 
go 

was used to check the refractive index. Good correlation 

was obtained with the refractive indices calculated from the mode 

angles even though the absolute error was 
+ 0-5% due to the gradient 

of the tangent function. Only films grown around the optimum substrate 

temperature could be analysed by the mode angle method. In every case 

the refractive index was within 
t 0.6% of the bulk single crystal 

value of 2-32 at 1-15 W- 

Two further techniques were used to check the film thickness; 

firstly, deposition monitoring and secondly by a mechanical technique. 

The film deposition was recorded using a quartz crystal thickness 

monitor and this could be calibrated to give film thicknesses to within 

5% if repeated runs under identical condition were used. Howeverv 

since the quartz crystal was kept at a fixed temperature it was not 

accurate to more than t lWo when deposition conditions were changed. 

Measurement of the film thickness was also obtained using a sliding 

stylus instrument (G. V. Planar surfometer type SFIOO). This 

instrument is capable of measuring steps in films (ie film thickness 
I 

at edge of film) to an, accuracy of 0-05 I'm up to a film thickness of 

1 
1-5 ýtm'and t eo thicker films. This method gave good agreement with 

the values calculated from TE and 51 mode angl. es as seen from the 

results in Table 4*2 

4.2,2 LOSS ITEASUROMTS 

Attenuation measurements provide*the most important 

quantitative information about the cadmium sulphide thin films used 

as waveguides. The propagation losses of the 1-15 pm guided modes 

were determined by a number of techniques. The first method involved 

the extrapolation of loss from a relative power measurement on all 
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the accountable beams directed at and eminating from the input and out- 

put couplers both on and slightly away from the synchronous coupling 

angles. This method will also give a relative measure of the launch- 

ing efficiency of the particular coupler. Alternativelyq by treating 

the rutile output coupling prism as 100% efficienj the loss could be 

calculated by recording the relative output powers as the spacing 

between the undisturbed input coupler and the output coupling prism 

was varied. Repeated application of a prism can cause increased 

attenuation due to damage of the surface. Consequentlyq the first 

measurement was made at the extremity of the light beam in the film 

and then as successive measurements were made the prism was moved 

progressively towards the input coupler. These two methods are 

potentially the most accurate as the actual porer of the guided mode 

was measured* 

The final method involved scanning the cadmium sulphide 

film with a small area germanium photodiode and recording the pover 

scattered out of the film as a function of position along the film. 

This method measures all the light being guided in the film including 

that which has been scattered to the other waveguide modes. Such 

light has however been lost from the launched mode and should be 

considered in attenuation measurements. Fig- 4.6 illustrates a plot 

of scattered light intensity versus distance for a cadmium sulphide 

waveguide along with typical curves for 1-15 pn and 0.633 M propagation 

in an r. f. sputtered 7059 glass* film. It is concluded from these 

curves that large scattering centresy easily identifiable in the 7059 

glass films, are absent from the cadmium sulphide films. 

Measurements by all three methods gave virtually identical 

results due to the fact that there was very little scatter between the 

modes. A plot of waveguide loss for the TE 
0 mode versus substrate 

temperature for varying growth rates is shown in Fig- 4-7 for both 

Co=ing Glass Co. U. S. A. 
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cadmium sulphide starting materials. The curves illustrate that 

there is an optimum range of substrate temperatures over which the 

lowest loss waveguides can be formed corresponding to the best film 

structure and stoichiometry. Table 4-3 shows the losses for the TE 
0 

TE I and TE 2 modes in the waveguide exhibiting the lowest TE 0 mode loss. 

Por amorphous glass-films it is possible to estimate the level of bulk 

absorption57. However since cadmium sulphide guides possess several 

sources of loss, including free carrier absorption, and scattering from 

the initial amorphous regiont grain boundaries and the surface, it is 

not possible to make such an estimates 

The 21 mode losses in all these films viere too large to be 

measured and hence only TE modes were considered* The lowest loss 

for a TE 
0 mode in a polycrystalline cadmium sulphide film grown on an 

anorPhous substrate was found to be 5 dBcm-l for films of thickness 

greater than 1.2 p. For thinner cadmium sulphide films the loss 

increased dramatically and this will be considered iýi more detail 

in Motion 4-4- 

Photoconductive signals were observed front the cadmium 

sulphide guides when planar aluminium electrodes were placed parallel 

to and on either side of the propagation path. Monitoring of the 

signals produced by the 1-15 M radiation proved to be an extremely 

effective method of tuning onto the synchronous coupling angles for 

the TLE and 2.1 modesq particularly when film propagation loss precluded 

the observation of an output beam* 

4.3 SINGLE CRYSTAL SUBSTRATE ANALYSIS 

Device fabrication requires that amorphous substrates be 

used for the cadmium sulphide film growth. Howevert it is valuable 

to consider cadmium sulphide thin films grown onto single crystal 

substrates of < III > spinel, where the films should be epitaxialt 

to investigate further the causes of waveguide loss. "Optran grade" 
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polycrystalline material was used in this analysis since the more 

expensive single crystal material had no benefit in terms of wave- 

guide loss. The cadmium sulphide was evaporated at a rate of 10001. min-1 

onto the single crystal spinel substrates for a range of substrate 

temperatures around the temperature for minimum optical loss waveguides, 

on amorphous substrates. Similar experimental procedures to these 

already detailed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 were followed. 

The resistivity of the films measured was greater than 1042cm. 

Scanning electron micrographs and X-ray analyses showed the films to 

be of better crystalline quality with a c-axis spread of less than 

1 50 about the normal to the plane of the film. The refractive 

indices were measured to be within 
t 0-5% of the bulk single crystal 

value. Optical lossv however, showed a very marked improvement 

(Fig- 4.8) with a minimum loss of 2 dBcm_l being recorded for a film 

deposited at 258 0 C. With these films the substrate temperature was 

much more critical and control to t 10C was important. 

The single crystal-substrate films are largely free of 

grain boundaries and the initial amorphous regions. For amorphous 

substrates the loss can thus be improved by increasing the grain size 

and reducing the thickness of the amorphous region. 

4-4 SUBSEQUENT 124PROVEMYNTS TO THIN FIUTS 

For the cadmium sulphide waveguides the sources of loss are 

free carrier absorptiong and scattering from the initial amorphous 

region, grain boundaries and the surface. Calculations have shown 

free carrier absorption to be negligible and the loss scans of Fig- 4.6 

in dicate that surface scatter is also insignificant. The main causes 

of waveguide attenuation for films grown on amorphous substrates are 

the initial disordered structure and scattering from the grain boundaries. 

Increased grain size and reduced thickness of the initial amorphous 

region should lead to lower cadmium sulphide thin film losses. 
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Modifications were made to the electron beam power supply such 
1 that the minimum growth rate could be reduced from 1000 to 100 Imin- The 

optical loss was measured for a range of film thicknesses grown onto 

amorphous substrates at the optimum temperature of 260 0 C. Both a 

0 -1 0. -1 fast growth rate of 3000A min and a slow gTowth rate of 200A min 

were used, the resultant waveguide attenuation versus film thickness 

for the TE 
0 mode being plotted in Pig- 4-9- It vras found that for 

very thin films the losses were much less for the slower growth rate 

but for films of greater than 1 pm thickness the TE, 
0 mode loso tended 

1 to the same limiting value of 5 dBcm- The initial disordered 

regions of the cadmium sulphide thin film have therefore been greatly 

improved by allowing the initial structure more time to become 

ordered with the slower growth rate. However, once the film is 

established the growth rate is not critical and the ultimate grain 

size does not appear to be affected by the rate. Thin films carry 

more of the optical power in the disordered amorphous'region and thus 

there is a dramatic improvement in the loss of these films. With 

thicker films a lesser amount of power is carried in that region and 

changes in the loss are not found. 

Post-deposition annealing in a nitrogen atmosphere for 2 hr. 

at a temperature of 350 0C was carried out. The films possessed a 

sharper band edge borne out by the accompaning colour change and also 

reduced photoconductivity of 0.633 Pm- The resistivity also increased 

from 8X, 032cm to greater then 1042cm. ýcanning electron micrographs 

showed that the grain size and amorphous region had not altered 

indicating that no recrystallisation had occurred. The resistivity 

increase must therefore be largely attributed to a reduction in the free 

carrier concentration level. optical guiding at 1-15 Pm showed no 

change from the preannealed value and illustrated further the small 

contribution to loss from free carrier absorption. The results 

indicate that the trapping levels within the band Cap caused by the 
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lattice defects in the cadmium sulphide are being 
-filled by nitroCen 

atoms. However, none of these trapping levels makes a significant 

contribution to the waveguide attenuation at 1-15 tim- The photo- 

conductive response at 0.633 ýLm was reduced. Coupling of that laser 

wavelength was possible but the waveguide losses were greater than 

40 dBcm- 

4-5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results of sections 4.2 and 4-4 have shovm that it is 

difficult to improve the propagation loss below 5 dBcm-1 for cadmium 

sulphide films greater than 1.2 jim thick grown on amorphous substrates. 

The films are of apparent optimum stoichiometry and structure with 

0+0 the substrate temperature maintained at 260 - 10 C for the poly- 

crystalline starting material. The improved loss of 2 dBcm-l for 

the TE 
0 mode in cadmium sulphide films grown on < Ill > spinel single 

crystal substrates was incidental to the main objectives since devices 

were to be fabricated on amorphous substrates. Howeverp the results 

did indicate that the main source of waveguide attenuation in the 

films grown on amorphous substrates was the structural quality of the 

films. The fabrication of low loss waveguides has proved a difficult 

problem but the figure of 2 dBcm-l for cadmium sulphide on spinel still 

remains one of the best results for a semiconductor. 

The final film loss has proved to be independent of starting 

material although the substrate temperature required for minimum wave- 

guide attenuation was 160 0C in the case of the single crystal material 

and 260 0C for the polycrystalline evaporant. In both cases a slow 

growth rate reduced the loss in films less than 1 pm thick. The 

different substrate temperatures were due to the varying compositions 

of the two starting materials. The greater sulphur content of the 

single crystal material was confirmed by mass spectra recorded during 

film deposition (see Fig- 4-10)- The polycrystalline material was 
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therefore chosen for all subsequent experiments on the basis of its 

considerably lower cost and availability. 

Calculations have shown free carrier absorption to have a 

negli&-ible contribution to waveguide attenuation and this has been 

borne out in the resistivity measurements on the basic films as well 

as in the resistivities measured in samples before and after annealing. 

Losses of 5 dBcm-1 for the TE 
0 mode were measured in films at a wave- 

length of 0.904 pm and further indicate that the sulphur deficiency 

trapping level at about IeV is not contributing to the loss at 1-15 Pm- 

The cadmium sulphide films appear to be dominated by scattering at the 

grain boundaries and in the amorphous region which forms during the 
0 

initial 100-200A of film growth. 

The single crystal films grown on the < Ill > spinel substrates 

are free from grain boundaries and do not possess an initial amorphous 

growth region. Greater than 5W5 of the lose in the cadmium sulphide 

films grown on amorphous substrates can therefore be attributed to 

scattering from the grain boundaries and the disordered amorphous 

region. Surface scatter is negligible and gross defects are absent 

as the loss scan of Pig- 4.6 shows no large peaks as is the case with 

r. f. sputtered glass films. 

Although there is no preferred orientation within the plane 

of the cadmium sulphide film grown on amorphous substrates, the c-axes 

grow within ± 200 to the normal of the plane of the film and this 

property can be used in the design of the electrooptic phase modulator. 
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PART f-l 

ELECTROOPTIC ITODULATTON IN SLAB WAVEGUIDES 
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SYNOPSIS 

The full bandwidth available to optical communication links 

requires the utilisation of optical signal processing. As part of 

such a system the modulator will play an important role. The main 

advantage that a thin film device has over its bulk counterpart is 

that confinement of the optical beam below the diffraction limit 

leads to a device requiring a very low drive power. Electrooptic 

modulators not only require less drive power than do acoustooptic 

and magnetooptic modulators but also have a potentially much greater 

bandwidth. 

The electrooptic effect in the partially orientated cadmium 

sulphide %aveguides described in part 1 has been used to produce 

a phase modulator. The device described here has the advantage that 

it is a completely evaporated structure and unlike all other such 

previously reported modulators does not depend on epitaxial growth 

onto a single crystal substrate. A multilayer configuration (Fig- 5.1a) 

can therefore be employed in preference to a transverse electrode 

configuration (Pig- 5.1b) as in the former case the-phase change is 

greater for a given applied voltage 
54. The device exploits the fact 

that the cadmium sulphide films grow with a high degree of c-axis 

orientation perpendicular to the plane of the film and for TE mode 

propagation use can be made of the r13 electrooptic coefficient. 

. 
Buffer layers are essential for the elimination of additional 

propagation loss by isolating the waveguide from the metal electrodes. 

Part of this thesis is divided into two chaptersq the first 

deals with a general theoretical analysis of the multilayer electro- 

optic thin film modulator and a theoretical optimisation. for the 

specific case of the Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al stacked structure (Fig- 5.1a). 

The second chapter is concerned with the device fabrication, the 

experimental techniques for measuring electrooptically induced phase 
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changes and the results from several modulators. A novel composite 

modulator structure is also described along with concluding discussion 

on the slab waveguide phase modulators. 
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CIIAPTM 5: MODUMTOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The modulator described in this chapter induces a phase 

change through the electrooptic effect although in many cases amplitude 

modulation is preferable as the demodulation process is simpler. 

Discrete single mode operation is assumed throughout the analysis. 

In section 5-1 the electrooptic effect with particular reference to 

cadmium sulphide is characterised to relate the relevant refractive 

index changes to the applied electric field. The equations describ- 

ing TE and 131 mode propagation in lossy waveguides are given in 

section 5.2 and from these an expression relating phase change to 

refractive index change is derived for TE modes in section 5-3- The 

specific case of TE mode propagation in an Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al stacked 

structure is then considered and the various layer thicknesses 

optimised, for a minimum in the power required for unit modulation band- 

width for one radian phase change. 

5.1 THE ELECTROOPTIC EFFECT 

The theory of the electrooptic effect has been detailed in 

many books 
63v9l 

and only the salient features of the effect will be 

outlined. 

An electrooptic material is one whose dielectric properties 

change under the application of an electric field in the manner 

described by equation (5-1); 

n+ aE + bE 

where N is the refractive index, no is the unperturbed refractive 

index and a and b are constants. Ron-zero b represents the quadratic 

(or Kerr) effect while a non-zero a represents the linear (or Pockels) 

effect. It is this latter effect which dominates in the case of 

cadmiirm sulphide. 

Single crystal cadmium sulphide is a hexagonal material with 
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2 6mm symmetr The electrooptic matrix is therefore given bY93 

rij =00 r13 

00 r23 

00 r3 3 

0 r42 0 

00 r5l 

000 

where the subscripts 1,2,3 relate to the orthogonal xv yq z axes of 

Fig- 5.1a, respectively with z parallel to the crystallographic c-axis. 

The refractive index changes of immediate interest are those which 

result from the application of an electric field parallel to the 

z-direotion; 

Anl 

An 2 

&n 3 

Since cadmium sulphide is a posi 

and n3- nes where n0 and ne are 

refractive indices respectively. 

as 

rA (5.2a) 
13 13 

rlf 
3E (5*2. b) 23 
2E (5.2. c) 333 

tive uniaxial material, nI-n2-n0 

the ordinary and extraordinary 

Equations (5.2) can thus be rewritten 

An tno =_jr 3n3E 
(5-3a) 

lt2 n10.3 

tn -m 1- rA (5-3. b) 3e 33' 03 

At 1-15 Pm. the appropriate data for cadmium sulphide is as followsq 

no = 2*32t ne 2-336 
65 

-12 -1 -12 1 92 
r 13 " 1.1XIO M. v r 33 0 2-410 M. V- 



For the structure geometry of. Pig. 5.1a, TE modes travel 

in the x-direction with their E-field polarized in the y-direction, 

similarly 71 modes propagate in the x-direction with the H-field 

polarized in the y-direction. The TE modes will'therefore experience 

the smaller refractive index change associated with r 13* It is 

important to note that since the refractive index changes in the x 

and y directions are the same, the crystallographic orientation in the 

x-y plane is of no consequence for an useful electrooptic effect. 

This point is particularly relevant in view of the polycrystalline 

nature of the cadmium sulphide films grown on amorphous substrates* 

The case of the ST mode is more complex due to the E-field vector 

being the resultant of the E-fields in the x and z directions which 

depend on the propagation constant (P/k) of the mode. 
.' 

'AT modes are 

considered for completeness in Appendix C although they are of no 

practical use in the case of cadmium sulphide due to their high optical 

losses. 

With bulk modulators the light is unconfined both laterally 

and in the thickness dimension and therefore it is the diffraction of 
92 

the beam which eventually limits the aperture of the structure 

Equation (5-4) gives the design criterion for a diffraction limited 

- modulator; 

d2 /L .s2A AM (5-4) 

where d is the widthp L the length, n the refractive index, A the wave- 

length and Sa safety factor made equal to six for ease of alignment. 

Planar optical waveguides benefit from the one dimensional confinement 

in the thickness direction enabling the electrodes to be brought closer 

together. The final width, however, still depends on the diffraction 

limit in the lateral dimension. This is overcome by using rectangular 

waveguides where no diffraction effects occur, but as will be discussed 

in part Ill these structures are very much more difficult to fabricate. 
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5.2 THE BASIC WAVEGUIDE EQUATIONS 

The effect of refractive index anisotropy for the case of 

cadmium sulphide was considered in section 2.3 and found to be in- 

significant. Cadmium sulphide waveguides are therefore treated as 

isotropic in the following analysis. 

The structure of Fig- 5-la can be considered on the basis of 

a solution of 5 or 7 layers depending on whether the thicknesses of 

the metal electrodes are important. Calculations have shown metal 

thicknesses to be unimportant for electrodes of acceptýble resistivity 

and thus only a five-layer lossy waveguide structure will be considered. 

The term lossy refers to the fact that each layer will be considered to 

have a complex dielectric constant (the real part relating to refractive 

index and the imaginary part relating to loss). 

For time harmonic fields in linear isotropic, non-magneticy 

source free media J. -Taxwell's equations can be expressed as 

0 17x E-- 140 H 

2* 
VxH =enE 0^1 

(5-5) 

(5.6) 

v (5-7) 

7 IN = (5-8) 

Applyin. - the appropriate vector identity yields from equations (5-5) 

- (5-8) the wave equation 

IV 2Ecn2aE (5-9) 
0 ý- at2 

where n is complex and equivalent to n- jk. 

Applying the boundary conditions at each interface, equation 

(5-9) can be solved using the usual determinant relation 
8 

and the 

following transcendental (mode) equaýtions derived after some algebraic 

manipulation; 
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pQ 
y mn + tan- + tan -1 r77 
4,217 X2 Z2 

(5-10) 

for TE wavesp and 

n2 pt 2 qr 
tan- ("2 2+ tan-I + ;C 

(5-11) 
n 2 
A. 0 Z4 

for TIA waves, where 

A10 Zldl + tanhj 
I; ci 

P=J; cl yp 
(5.12) 

1+- tanhjZld I 

; I- 
+ tanh ýy 3d3 Qý jky 3 

343 (5-13) 

I+ tanhjy d 
43 3 

IYO 2+ tanhj&l 
pi jxa 2 

(5-14) 

+ Zi yo 
tanhjy d 2 

2 
n ýý4 ( )+ tanh d 2j jy 

PV3 3 ý )ýY A , 3- 
y2 (5-15) 

n Z3 Y 
2 tanhjy3 3 j ý4 X3 

222 
ykn O 

(5-16) 
^A 

(ý2 - Ic2 2)L (5-17) 

(k 2 2_ p2 42ý 42 
rV 

(5-18) 

2_k 2)2 

13' k0 (5-3-9) 

2_k22 
ozý 

(5.20) 

is the complex phase constant P= PI + jP" and k is the. wave number. 0 

From equations (5.10) and (5-11) it is possible to plot the normalised 

phase constant(PI/k ) and the attenuation (P'l) versus guide thickness 
0 
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for varying buffer thicknesses. A computer program was developed 

for this purpose and the flow diagram is contained in Appendix A3- 0 
The mode equations reduce to those for a five-layer, lossless, 

isotropic structure when the imaginary component of the refractive 

index n is set to zero. By setting dd-0 equations (5-10) 
Ov 3 

and (5-11) reduce to the three layer isotropic situation described 

by equations (2.8) and (2.9) respectively thus confirming the validity 

of the above expressions. 

5-3 PHASE CHANGE AND MODUUTOR CALCULATIONS 

5-3.1 PHASE CILINGE 

The relation between phase change and applied voltage is 

obtained by differentiating the characteristic equations (5-10) and 

(5-11) with respect to the guide refractive index. It is not necessary 

at this stage to keep the generalised five-layer solutions. TO 

simplify calculations a symmetrical structure will therefore be 

consideredg ic n=nn=ndddd. Thus equations 
,P ; Z4' ;J oý; 3 an 3 

(5.10) and (5.11) reduce to 

222 -1- -1 W(ko%-Z )2 - mn+2tan 

for TE waves, and 

2n2 2 -1 1 
W(k _p 

)2 
- m7r+2tan- Cýw ev 

.j 
(P-k2n 2)i 

222 Oýpl (ý2 22 
+ tanh -k n) ý'-d 

222O; Z2 

2 
-k 

2n 2)2 

22 2)2 co-A (ý2 22 1, 
[1 

+ "W tanh -k OZJ) 
2d Ocqý2-ý 

(p2 2 
-k n 01%P 

2(ý2_L2 2222 
2 -Ii. 

tanh(ß k,. ý) ý2 
' czi 2(ß2 22 0%0 n- -kýK, ) 

(5.21 

u". 4. 

-j - (5.22) 
2 2_1,2 2 

2222 
(P .n222 

n (k _P 
11 

+ 
21- 020 tan(ß -kZ2j)-d 

.. o oý2 .)n2 (ß 2_1c 22)t. ll 
, -A Z Z1 

for 24 waves. 
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Equationb (5.21) and (5.22) can then be differentiated with 

respect to n to yield expressions*for dp in terms of (ýZ2. For TE 
IZ2 ^0 

guided modes the expression is; 

k22w22 a2 ý2 +2 cos ek, ý, 2Y dp --, 2 t2 (5.23) 
2cos ep(X+7+ 

; Cl Z. 2 

where 

LZ 
2 

(cý 
tl 

+y tanh Ild) (, y + X, tarih Zld) tanh y 0 ld 
(ZiZta-nh Zld)]2 (5-24) 

. 4. c 
[Z2 

y (y +y tanh Z d)(Zl+l tanh y d) 
y0., l 1p '1 (5.25) 

X2 [Z2(Zj4ZOtanh Zld)]2 

22 (y +2Ztanh xid) xidsech zid 

X2 (Xj"iZo tanh ; Cld) X2 (; Cl4X, tanh ; Cl d) 

y, )y. l 
(y I. tanhy 2 

ld) 
(1-ýzydsech 

+ Zld) 
]2 

y tanh [jZ2 
lzl Pý, o 

(5o26) 

, 
(y I. Itanlýyjd) tan -1 

X- 
ow 

4 
(5.27) (XI ihy, d) 42 xotax ;U 

Using equations (5-3) and (5.23) the igeneral expression for 

phase change in terms of electric field across the guide can be 

derived. 

dßt - Re [F(Wtd, ß) ]. dn 
A., ' mu 

rn3E. Re P(Vlldp 
.I 

P) I (5.28) 

where F(Vl, d, p) is a function of guide thicknesst buffer thickness and 
ev 

phase constant defined by equation (5.23)* 
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To complete the understanding of the device, the electric 

field of equation (5.28) must be correlated with the voltage applied 

between the metal electrodes, V TOT* The various layers can be thought 

of as individual capacitors, all connected in series. The phase change 

60 in terms of the voltage driving the modulator is then given by 

ý=3 2 IbTF(W, d, p) JVTOTcl 

(2dele2l + We' 2 
(5.29) 

11 

where ell and c2l are the real parts of the complex dielectric constants 

of the buffer and guiding films respectively. 

The theoretical performance of a multilayer electrooptio 

phase modulator is fully described by equations (5-10), (5-11)t (5.23) 

and (5.29). 

5-3.2 MODULATION ENIMCEtTENT 

In bulk electrooptic modulators the normalised phase change 

that occurs is equal to the refractive index change induced and thus 

always has a modulation sensitivity equal to unity. Fig- 5.2 illustrates 

an interesting, phenomenon which occurs with the Al-SiO-CdS-SiQ-Al C3 

waveguide modulator and similar structures94. For high order modes 

in this well confined structure a modulation sensitivity of greater 

than unity is realised for propagation constants slightly away from 

cut-off; that is, the phase change occurring for a given refractive 

index change (or applied voltage) can be greater for a waveguide 

modulator with low refractive index buffer layers than for a similar 

bulk modulator. Indeed the larger the refractive index difference 

between the guida and buffer films (tighter mode confinement) the 

greater the enhancement that occurs. -It is possible to have an 

enhancement three times that of the bulk modulator counterpart94. 

The physical significance of the effect can be explained by 

considering the ray optics analomr for light propagating in a thin 
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film. Normally the amount of optical power travelling in the 

guide is low for higher order modes due to the large evanescent 

fields penetrating into the buffer layers. However, with a large 

refractive index difference between the guide and buffer layers the 

wave is more tightly confined within the guide and more optical power 

is carried in that region. The external electric field applied 

across the electrooptic guide thus has a greater effect on the 

optical wave. The zig-zag path of Via wave through the guide is 

much greater in length for the higher order modes and the result is 

a modulation sensitivity of greater than unity. This effect has 

not been seriously considered in the case of cadmium sulphide as the 

attenuation of the higher order modes was too severe. 

5.4 OPTIMISATION OF THE Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al MODULATOR STRUCTURE 

The Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al multilayer (Fig- 5.1a) was used for 

the modulation experiments of chapter 6 and in the following sub- 

sections calculations for this sp&cific device are presented. 

5-4-1 PARAMETERS GOVERNING ATODE PROPAGATION 

The normalised waveguide propagation constant for Tt (m - 0, 

1,2 and 3) modes as a function of guide thickness is shown in Fig. 

5-3 for fixed buffer layer thicInesses of 0.1 jim and 0.5 pm. The form 

of the curve is similar to that of a conventionally bounded guide 

without the presence of metal electrodes but deviations occur near 

cut-off as the buffer thickness decreases. In this situdtion the 

evanescent fields will penetrate through the buffer layers and be 

influenced by the metal electrodes. The increasing attenuation rate 

for higher mode numbers for a fixed buffer layer thickness Of 0-5 Pm 

is illustrated in Fig- 5-4 while Fig- 5-5 depicts the manner in which 

additional TEO mode attenuation decreases with increasing buffer 

thickness. Bot. 111, curves agree with physical representation of the 
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evanescent field penetrating through the buffer layers to the metal 

electrodes. The variation of AO with guide thickness for the TE 

m=0,1 and 2) modes is shown in Fig-5.6 (constant buffer layer 

thickness) while decreasing buffer thickness causes an increase in 

60 for, all values of guide thickness (Fig, 5-7)- Both Figs- 5A 

and 5-7 illustrate that to passes through a maximum value which 

depends on the order of the propagating mode, the guide thickness 

and the buffer layer thickness. Fig- 5-8 further emphasises the 

very sharp peak for optimum guide and buffer thicknesses by illustrat- 

ing an isometric plot of phase change for the TE 
0 mode. The 

physical explanation of the maximum in 40 is as follows; for large 

guide thicknesses A0 is small since the electric field strength 

responsible for the refractive index changes will be small for a given 

voltage applied to the complete structure. As the guide thickness is 

reduced so the electric'field strength across the guide increases 

resulting in an increase in A0. However, as the guide thickness 

approaches the out-off value so tO will again decrease due to a 

smaller proportion of the total power of the guided mode being 

carried within the electrooptic waveguide. 

In a practical modulator structure, buffer layer thicknesses 

cannot be reduced indefinitely to take advantage of the conconitant 

increase in Aý. The effects of increasing attenuation rate must also 

be considercd. A compromise must therefore be reached between an 

useful value of bd and an acceptable additional attenuation resulting 

from the presence ofthe Metal electrodes. A series of constant 

attenuation rate and phase change co ntours were therefore drawn on the 

axes of buffer layer thickness versus guide thickness to assist with 

the modulator design. The contours for the AI-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al 

structuxe are shown in Fig- 5-9 are are similar to those presented 

by Chane,,, m*id Loh95 for two 10.6 pm modulator structures based on 

single crystal gallium arsenide films. It is important to emphasise 
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that the attenuation rate contours represent the additional attenuat- 

ion introduced by the aluminium metal electrodes and do not include 

the inherent losses of the waveguide, ie scatter and absorption 

losses. I 

5-4.2 ITINIMISATION OF DRIVE POWER 

The modulator design is optimised on the basis of minimising 

a figure of merit, the power per unit bandwidth expressed as 
1 

mVg, lHz- Power per unit bandwidth P is given by 

P UC mV TOT 
2. (5-30) 

where Cm is the modulator capacitance. It is evident that a 

reduction in voltage is more effective in minimising P than a 

reduction in capacitance. This is equivalent to maximising the 

pýase change AO of Fig- 5-9- An acceptable additional loss figure 

of 1 dBcm_l was chosen and the loss contour traced until AO is a 

maximum. The corresponding guide and buffer layer thicknesses were 

noted., At an attenuation rate of I dBom-i the maximum phase change 

for the Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-AI structure is 19-5 radm-lv-1 for a guide 

thickness of 0.65 pm and buffer thicknesses of 0-55 ýLm- In a 

planar guide the mode is unboundea in the lateral direction and the 

minimum electrode width calculated from equation (5-4) was 500 Pm 

including a safety factor of S-6. For an electrode length of 

10 mmg the total capacitance of the modulator would be 122 pF and 

the maximum base bandwidth with a 502 load would be 50 MHZ- The 

theoretical power per unit bandwidth figure for a 1-15 Pm TE 
0 guided 

mode and one radian phase change would be 10.0 mV. lUlz- 

5-4.3 ITINIMISATION OF DRIVE P(T. "IM CONSTDI-, '. RTNG CADATILIM SULPHIDE 
VIAVEGUIDE LOSS 

The loss contours of Pic- 5-9 illustrated the additional 

loss occurring in the structure due to the presence of metal elec- 
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trodes and optimisation along these curves is only possible if 

losses from other sources (eg waveguide) are less prevalent. As 

predicted from the loss measurements on basic cadmium sulphide 

waveguides (Fig- 4-9) modulators with guide thicknesses of less. than 

I pm will possess large waveguide attenuation. A new optimum 

modulator design must therefore be sought in which the scatter and 

absorption losses of the cadmium sulphide are taken into account. 

This is achieved by following the 0-5 dBcm-1 additional loss contour 

of Fig- 5-9 until an acceptable guide thickness is reached for which 

the contribution to loss from the amorphous region of the cadmium 

sulphide film is not dominant. The corresponding value of 60 

rep-resents the maximum attainable phase change in a realistic 

modulatorg ie a modulator in which the total lossesgincluding wave- 

guide and electrode attenuation, are acceptable. A guide thickness 

of 1-4 jAm and buffer layer thicknesses. of 0-45 pm give a phase change 

of 0.16 radV"' for an electrode length of 10 mm. The associated 

modulator capacitance and power per unit bandwidth are 94 pF and 

11.2 mZMz-l for I radian respectively. The maximum base band- 

width into a 502 load is 68 MHz. 

It should be pointed out that although silicon monoxide was 

chosen as the buffer layer improved modulator performance should 

theoretically bo possible if a material with a lower refractive index 

and higher dielectric constant, such as magnesium fluoride, could be 

used. The low refractive index would lead to tighter confinement of 

the mode and hence thinner buffer layers could be deposited for a 

similar additional electrode attenuation. Higher buffer layer 

capacitance and consequently a smaller voltage drop across the 

buffer layers would then be possible through the reduced thickness 

and higher dielectric constant. 
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The possibility of using a low loss waveguide with cadmium 

sulphide electrooptic buffer layers was considered as a way of over- 

coming the high attenuation losses of the cadmium sulphide. Howeverl 

for low drive power modulation most of the optical power must propagate 

in the electrooptic regions. The lowest drive power will result when 

the waveguide thickness becomes zero thus reverting to the situation 

already considered. For the lowest drive power modulation in a 

particular waveguide situation the electrooptic material should be 

made the raveguide. 
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CHAPTER 6: ELECTROOPTIC PHASE MODULATIMI IN CAIXTTUTT SULPHIDE 

At the start of this research only a few electrooptic 
lotli 

modulator structures had been demonstrated with power per unit 

bandwidths similar to those predicted in chapter 5 for the cadmium 

sulphide modulator. Recently, however, several modulators based on 

titanium diffused lithium niobate waveguides have shown exceptionally 

low power per unit bandwidth figures55 (. 1-7 WN IfHz-l for I radian 

'phase change at 0.633 Pm)- With the exception of a zinc oxide 

structure54 all reported modulators rely on the electrooptic effect 

in a waveguiding film supported on a single crystal substrate. 

Although the modulators described in this chapter do not 

compare with recent devices in terms of their power per unit bandwidth 

figures they are important because of their method of fabrication. 

The structure is completely evaporated and uses well oriented poly- 

crystalline films of cadmium sulphide grown on amorphous, low refractive 

index substrates, This not only enables a multilayer stacked structure 

to be employed but allows highly efficient phase matched couplinc of, 

the high refractive index waveguide to a low refractive index silica 

fibre, a problem that has not been satifactorily solved for any other 

modulator. If the waveguide losses for cadmium sulphide could be made 

comparable to titanium diffused lithium niobate waveguides then very 

low modulator drive powers will be possi ble. 

The waveguides used in the following phase modulation experi- 

ments were all multimode but efficient excitation of a single discrete 

mode was possible. Since the scattering between the modes was small 

the propagating power was retained by the launched mode. Although W 

modes were subject to the larger r 33 electrooptic coefficient only the 

TE 
0 mode was considered because of the high waveguide lossec- of the 

other modqs. 

The structure fabrication is discussed in section 6.1 and the 
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experimental apparatus used for the analysis of the modulator 

performances described in section 6.2. The results of these 

analyses are presented in section 6-3 and discussed in. section 6-4- 

In section 6-5 a composite modulator structure which should permit 

highly efficient fibre-film coupling is discussed and the results 

presented. Concluding remarks on the electrooptio slab waveguide 

modulator are given in section 6.6. 

6.1 STRUCTURE FABRICATTON 

Although all the theoretical and empirical knowledge was 

available to fabricate the phase modulator there were several ex- 

perimental difficulties to overcome before the device could fin4lly be 

produced. These were entirely associated with the differential 

expansion between the various layers which made up the multilayer 

dielectric stack. Problems occurred with the adhesion of the top 

buffer layer to the evaporated cadmium sulphide waveguide which 

manifested itself as either crazing of the buffer layer or both the 

cadmium sulphide film and the buffer layer. The sputtering of 

insulators such as 7059 glass and silicon dioxide proved unsuitable 

owing to surface damage of the cadmium sulphide from back sputteringe 

Evaporated glass and silicon dioxide films crazed on exposure to the 

atmosphere. Silicon monoxide was selected because of its thermal 

compatability with cadmium sulphide even though its high refractive 

index of 1-85 at 1-15 pm meant that slightly thicker'buffer layers 

were required. Its dielectric constant of 4-729 howevert partly 

compensated for the thicker buffer'layers by increasing the 

capacitance of the buffer layers and so reducing the voltage dropped 

across them. 

The aluminium electrodes and silicon monoxide buffer layers 

were evaporated in a conventional diffusion pumped coating unit 

(Edwards High Vacuum 12E) while the cadmium sulphide layers were grown 
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by the method described in chapter 3- The successive layers were 

deposited througgh straight-cdge masks. The top electrode pattern 

with electrodes of 0-5 x 5mm 2 to 5x5 mm 
2 

area was defined in photo- 

resist and the aluminium electrodes formed. using the "lift-off" 

technique. Thermal expansion problems during the deposition of the 

silicon monoxide meant that it had to be evaporated for 30 second 

periods with 10 minutes between the evaporations to prevent the 

-substrate temperature rising more than 30C. Alternativelyq radiation 

shields could have been employed to prevent the substrate temperature 

rising. For good adhesion of silicon monoxide to cadmium sulphide 

the silicon monoxide must be evaporated onto a cold substrate. A 

check on the refractive index of the silicon monoxide using Abeles 

method 
go 

confirmed that the materialt with a refractive index of 1-85 

at a wavelength of 1-15 Pmt was consistently near the monoxide rather 

than the dioxide of silicon. 

Several structures were fabricated with varying guide and 

buffer layer thicknesses to verify the theory of chapter 5- A 

scanning electron micrograph of one such structure is shown in Fig. 

6.1. 

6.2 PHASE CHANGE IMASUREMENT TECIDUQUE3 

Coupling of the 1.15 pm radiation into and out of the 

cadmium sulphide modulator structure was achieved by means of rutile 

prism couplers. The phase measurements were made in the interferomoters 

illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Both homodyne and heterodyne detection were 

employed as ways of determining the electrooptically induced phase 

changes. The Bragg cellg used for producing a frequency shifted 

reference signal for heterodyne detectionv was removed from the 

apparatus during the homodyno measurements. A photodetector with. 

the necessary sensitivity and response was also an important consideration* 

6.2.1 D:.!, T! ', CTO, 'Z_CO, ýISIDL, RATIOTIS 

1-15 ým lies in a region of the spectrum where there is a 
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dearth of detectors with both a high sensitivity and a fast response. 

Por high sensitivity a germanium detector is ideal but in its normal 

mode of operation is very slow (typically 50 kHz). Silicon detectorsq 

which have a fast response time, have low sensitivity at 1-15ýn and even 

those enhanced for 1.06 ýtm operation have a small gain-bandwidth product 

at 1-15Pm- The near infrared detectors, such as indium antimonide and 

indium arsenidef although possessing good response times have very 

little sensitivity at 1-15 Pm: The germanium avalanche photodeteotor 

is the only device with both the required sensitivity and response tima 

to suit the modulator experiments. Due to their low production yield 

such devices are not manufactured commercially; howevert one was 

obtained from the United States Air Force and without it the results 

of section 6-3 could not have been obtained. The device was a 

TIXL 57 germanium avalanche photodetector with a TIXL151 trans- 

impedance amplifier. The detector circuit is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

6,2*2 HOTAODYNE DETECTION 

In theory homodyne detection optical signals is a simpler 

technique than heterodyne detection but in practice demands better 

mechanical stability of the optical equipment. Homodyne detection 

essentially involves the mixing of a signal and reference beam on the 

surface of a square-law response photodetector. The local oscillator 

(reference beam) is set to the same frequency as the carrier and the 

beams must be collinearly incident on the detector surface to prevent 

phase cancellation 
96997. When the reference beam is a proportion of 

light split from the main beam (Fig. 6.2a) it is more difficult to 

look the phases of the two beams. 

The signal from the reference arm is given by; 

Cos (wet + 
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where Eý is the optical field amplitudep w C, is the carrier frequency 

and ýr is the static phase shift in the reference arm. The signal 

from the modulator is; 

Em cos (wct +a sin wmt + 0m) (6.2) 

where E is the optical field amplitude, w the modulating frequency, 
Mm 

OM the static phase shift in the signal path and a is the maximum 

phase change in the modulator. It is important to appreciate that 

a is directly proportional to the voltage applied across the modulator. 

The instantaneous photodetector current, ID, is th us proportional to 

[E. 
r Cos (Wct + or) +% cos (wct+cL sin wmt+om)]2 (6-3) 

If the d. c. and optical frequency components are neglected the signal 

current at the modulation frequency is 

.L G (IýIm) ' cos a sin w mt + (6-4) 
m 

where is a static phase difference given by (OM - Or ) and G is the 

detector conversion factor. Ir and IM are proportional to the 

intensities of the reference and signal beams respectively. The out- 

put from the photodetector is thus a cosine function uf an a. c. 

modulating signal with amplitude (1, plus a static phase component 

proportional to the optical path difference between the reference 

and signal beams. 

The theoretical variation of i. versus WMt for three -values 

of 0 is illustrated in Fig. 6-4- in addition; to its dependence 

on the optical path length difference can be more simply varied by the 

application of a d. c. voltage to the modulator in series with the a. c. 

modulating signal. This will impose a fixed phase change via the 

electrooptic effect and hence enable the path difference between the 

reference and signal beams to be either cancelled or enhanced depending 
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on the po larity of the voltage. Referring to Fig. 6-4t it can be 

seen that a fixed phase bias can be applied anywhere between nn and 

(n + 1) n (n = 0,1 1,1 2 --- ) by using a combination of the inherent 

phase difference and the d. c. electrooptic phase change. 

Fig. 6-5 shows that the output signal from the photodetector 

will be severely distorted when the phase term (m sin wmt+ 0) exceeds 

the limits bounded by nn and (n + 1)n. It is tho onset of symmetrical 

distortions, ie the simultaneous distortion of Vie maxima and minima 

which signifies the detection of an additional n change of phase 

produced by the modulating signal on the electrooptic structure. 

The bias point at which maximum undistorted a. c. signal is 

obtained is given by 0. (2n + I)n/2. At this point on the cosine 

curve the signal can swing between (2n + I)n/2 andinn on the negative 

half cycle and between (2n + 1)n/2 and (n + 1)n on the 

positive half cycle without suffering severe distortion. Under 

these conditions the peak to peak a. c. modulating voltage represents 

the number of volts required for an phase change in the modulator, 

the X/2 voltage. 

The linearity of phase change with applied voltaee is also 

important. A check on this parameter can be made by initially 

applying a small a. c. signal about the (2n + 1)n/2 bias point and 

subsequently increasin,,, o, -the d. c. bias until one set of peaks is on 

the point of severe. distortion. The a. c. voltage and the concomitant 

change in the d. c. voltage are recorded. If linearity exists then 

2AVdc + Vac - Výc (for n phase chanee) w VX/2 (6-5) 

Equation (6-5) can be rewrittcn as 

phase change =n1- 
Mdo 

(6.6) 
v 
A/2 
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Honce the phase change deduced from equation (6.6) should be linearly 

proportional to the a. o. voltage applied across the modulator, Vac 

The experimental evidence confirming the above analysis was 

obtained using the system shown in Fig. 6.2a. The signal from the 

detector was displayed on an oscilloscope after amplification in a 

wideband amplifier. A narrow-band tuned amplifier is inappropriate 

for these measurements as even the most severely distorted waveform 

is modified to a sine wave. The location of the (2n + I)n/2 bias 

point was achieved by applying an a. c. modulating signal which is 

sufficiently large to produce distortion at both the maxima and 

minima of the photodetector output. The d. c. bias is then altered 

until the trace is sýmmetrical with equal amounts of distortion at 

the positive and negative peaks; this, corresponds to, the required 

bias point. With the bias set at the (2n + 1)n/2 point the a. c. 

modulating signal is reduced until severe distortion is just eliminated. 

V 
ac now equals V X/2* The peaks of the cosine output become slightly 

flattened prior to the onset of severe distortions. 

Some experimental traces are illustrated in Fig. 6.6. 

Fig. 6.6a shows symmetrical distortions representing bias about 

0a (2n + 1)u/2 but with an a. c. signal corresponding to a greater 

than n/2. Bias at (2n + 1)n/2 and an a. c. signal with a- -1 is 2 

illustrated in Fig. 6.6b with the peak to peak value of this a. c. 

signal representing the voltage required for an phase change. 

Fig. 6.6c illustrates an optical bias with 0 less than (2n + I)n/2 

and Fig. 6.6d an optical bias of 0 greater than (2n. + I)n/2 in both 

cases a is approximately n/2'. The accuracy with which the voltage 

for an phase change could be measured was 
t eb. 

The phase change in the modulators can thus be simply and 

readily measured by means of this homodyne detection and display 

arrangement. This method is ideally suited tothin film modulators 

where the small voltages required can be derived from a simple pignal 
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generator. 

6.2-3 HETERODYNE DETECTION 

Heterodyne detection has the advantage that random phase 

fluctuations not associated with the modulating signal are elminated 

by electronic processing. In this case the local oscillator is set 

to a frequency-slightly different from the carrier frequency and this, 

is moot readily achieved using a liquid filled Bragg cello Such a 

device was constructed following the design of DeLaRue 98 
and operated 

with a 20 MHz quartz crystal transducer. Heavy water (D 
2 0) was used 

as the diffracting medium as deionised water is unsuitable at 1-15 

due to the severe optical attenuation at this wavelength. The 

signal from the photodetector then contains the modulation as a phase 

modulation on an I. P. Bragg frequency and,, ýan thus be detected by 

discriminator electronics or displayed directiý on a spectrum 

analyser. Interpretation of the results recorded on a spectrum 

analyser requires the use of Bessel functions to extract the relevant 
96 

phase data Discrete phase chanZes can be deduced from the more 

obvious behaviour of the carrier and sidebands such as where Jo =JI 

of Jo =0 ýic wh6n the amplitude of the carrier and first sidebands 

are equal or when the carrier ampVitude is equal to zero). For a 

continuous plo-b of phase change versus voltage applied to the modulator 

the amplitude of J0 alone could be followed. 

In both detection methods the beams were focussed onto the 

photodetector surface with a 0.33 m. focal length lens to reduce the 

required alignment criterion from better than 0-5 milliradians to 

approximately 3 milliradians. The beam splitter used was a piece of 

Schott DaSF52 glass 10 mm thick so that the reflections from the two 

surfaces could be separated by a pin-hole. The detection system 

performance would have been enhanced had a polarising, beam splitter 
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been available since the use of a X/2 plate would have permitted 

compensation of the insertion loss of the modulator. Maximum 

detection sensitivity is obtained when the two beams have approx- 

imately equal power densities97. 

Frequency response measurements can be obtained using either 

homodyne or heterodyne detection by noting the voltage required for 

a specific fixed phase change over the operating frequency range. 

This information along with the capacitance and impedance data allows 

the theoretical and experimental bandwidths to be computed and compared. 

Both homodyne and heterodyne detection were used for all measurements 

rith similar results. 

6-3 SLR, 'U-, TARY OF RESULTS 

Several modulators were constructed with different guide 

and buffer thicknesses in order to verify experimentally the predictions 

of the curves in Fig- 5-9- Table 6.1 lists the results obtained 

from six modulators and includes for comparison their theoretically 

calculated performances. Sample curves of frequency versus applied 

voltage for I radian phase change are shown in Fig. 6-7 for modulator 

C and Fig. 6.8 illustrates the phase change versus applied voltage for 

the same modulator. The results obtained from a modulator made to 

the theoretical design of section 5-4-3 are given in Table 6.2. In 

all cases there is a good agreement between the theoretical predictions 

and the experimental results. The structures have tolerated 150 volts 

without breakdown. 

The unanticipated roll-off occurring in the frequency response 

curve (Fig. 6-7) for frequencies less than 1 IUIz is considered in the 

following section. 

6.3.1 DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY AIPASURETvMNTS 

Erroneous results with capacitors formed by sandwiching cadmium 
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sulphide between metal electrodes occurred due to a semiconductor- 

metal junction capacitance effect. The dielectric relaxation was 

therefore measured experimentally by forming several parallel plate 

capacitors with individual films of silicon monoxide and an 

SiO-CdS-SiO stack sandwiched between metal electrodes. The thin 

film dielectric constantswere deduced by extrapolation from the 

capacitance measurements. Fig. 6.9 shows the dielectric constants 

of silicon monoxide and cadmium sulphide versus frequency in the 

range 1 KHz to 10 MHz. It is evident that at low frequencies (less 

than I MIz) the roll-off of the phase modulators is largely due to 

the increasing dielectric constant of the cadmium sulphide guide 

although the silicon monoxide does make a small contribution. The 

loss associated with'dielectric relaxationg tan 69 did not appear 

to be significant. 

6.4 DISCUSSTON OF RESULTS 

The results of section 6.3 show excellent agreement with the 

theoretically predicted modulator performances of section 5-4- The 

frequency response characteristics of the Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al phase 

modulators are adequately explained when the behaviour of the thin 

film dielectric constants and RC time constant effects are taken into 

consideration. As predicted from the basic cadmium sulphide wave- 

guide losses modulators with guide thicknesses of less than I pm have 

losses which precluded testing of these structures. In general 

insertion loss levels of less than 10 dB for the modulators were 

required to permit the alignment of the detection equipment. The 

major limiting factor on modulator performance apart from the wave- 

guide loss9 was the diffraction limited width of the top electrode. 

All measurements in this chapter have been made on modulators 

in which there has been no confinement of the guided wave in the 

lateral direction. It is of interest to calculate the performance 
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figures for a modulator based on a rectangular optical waveguideof 

cadmium sulphide. Two dimensional confinement would allow a 

reduction in the electrode width by a factor of 25 times below that 

permitted in the diffraction limited casev ie a decrease from 

500 I'm to 20 jim. The power per unit bandwidth figure fo; the 

realistic modulator structure considered in section 5-4-3 would 

become 450 VIV'MHz-l with a maximum base bandwidth into a 502 load of 

1-7 GIIz. Since the wavelength of operation is 1-15 Pm the performance 

figures would approach those modulators55 currently showing the most 

promise. The above figure isp howeverv based on the assumption that 

the planar cadmium sulphide waveguide loss of 5 dBcm-1 can be 

maintained in rectangular waveguides (this is a severe problem as will 

be seen in chapter 

6-5 THE COMPOSITE MODULATOR STRUCTURE 

Tien et a115 proposed and demonstrated a hybrid circuit 

technology whereby individual passive devices such as lenses, priems 

and reflectors in zinc sulphide are linked by means of a low refractive 

index organosilicon waveguide. The coupling to and from high index 

zinc sulphide was achieved by tapering the edges of the zinc sulphideo 

Providing the taper was sufficiently gradual then a mode in the low 

index guide would couple to the lowest order mode in the high index 

film and vice-versa at the output taper. The theory of this tapered 

coupling is detailed by Tien et al99 and is based on the tapered 

films providing regions of Guide with slowly changing effective index 

. 
(P/k)' The production of tapers in vacuum evaporated polycrystalline 

films of cadmium sulphide is easily achieved and thus the cadmium 

sulphide stacked modulator structure lends itself to this type of 

coupling transition. Phase matched coupling between low index wave- 

guides and optical fibres has shown almost 100116 efficiency'00 and 

therefore a fibre-cadmium sulphide modulator-fibre device is possible. 
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6.5.1 DEVICE PREPARATION 

The waveguide and modulator structure Al-7059 glass-CdS-SiO-Al, 

is illustrated. schematically in Fig. 6.10. The 7059 glass films were 

deposited by r. f. sputtering onto glass substrates to give a refractive 

index of 1-54 and a waveguide propagation loss of less t1an I dBcm-1 

at 1-15 Pm- The tapers controlling the coupling between the cadmium 

sulphide modulator waveguide and the 7059 glass were produced by 

masking the substrate, during the cadmium sulphide depositiong with 

two 2mm thick brass plates into which a1 mm step had been recessed 

by 2 mm in the base. For the evaporator geometry employed the masks 

gave taper lengths of approximatelY 50 pm for a cadmium sulphide film 

1-5 pm thick. The taper induces a gradual increase in phase constant 

enabling a TE 
0 mode in the 7059 glass guide to continue to propagate 

as a TE 
0 mode in the cadmium sulphide layer and vice versa. Howeverp 

some power was scattered in the tapers due to the high losses 

associated with the structure of very thin films of cadmium sulphide. 

Tapers approximately 5 I= long did not give satisfactory coupling as 

the P/, change was too abrupt, causing the power to radiate from the 

guide. 

The 7059 glass ceased to be a waveCuide between the al=inium 

electrodes and fulfilled the role of a buffer layer between the new 

waveguide, the cadmium sulphide film, and the lower metal electrode* 

Silicon monoxide was chosen for the upper buffer layer since it was 

a8-ain thermally compatible with the existing layers. The top 

aluminium film consisted of four electrodes of identical length but 

Vith differing widths so that capýLcitance effects on modulator 

performance could be observed. The pattern was produced by photo- 

lithography using the "lift-off" technique. 

The phase change experienced by a TE mode as a result of a 

small change in the guide refractive inde;: v tn 
09 

is given by equation 
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(6-7)which is a modified form of equation (5.28). 

Re F (Wgdlgd 'vp) An (6-7) 
113 ev 

10 

where the function F is obtained as for the symmetrical structure of 

section 5-3 and depends on the waveguide thickness W, buffer layer 

thicknesses d1 and d3 and on the complex propagation constant 

P=P, + JP". Expressing the phase change a in terms of the total 
Ow 
voltage applied across the modulator structure the more useful 

expression (equation (6.8)) is obtained. 

.. i . j, l 
3 

2or 13 Re FF(W, dlgd 3'0 v TOT ejýj 
(6.8) 

(d sle2l +d 13 3elle2l + vlcl'e3) 

el is the real part of the complex dielectric constant e and the 
PW 

subscripts 1,2,3 refer to the silicon monoxidep cadmium sulphide and 

7059 glass films respectively. 

Phas. e change measurements and frequency response data were 

obtained usingthe detection techniques described in section 6.2, 

6,, 5,2 SUISURY OF RESULTS 

The loss characteristics of the composite waveguiding structure 

are illustrated by the loss scan of-Fig. 6.11 which shows clearly the 

differing attenuation rates of the 7059 glass and cadmium sulphide films. 

The large area of the photodiode (cf. thetaper length) meant that the 

scattering at the taper was integrated over a larger area. Howeverf tho 

infrared radiation made visible with an image converter showed scattering 

centres at the two tapers. 

ils 

The performance figures for the TE 
0 mode propagation through 3 modulat- 

structures are given in Table 6-3 alone, with the theoretical values 

calculated using equations (6-7) and (6.8). The agreement between the 

theoretical an(I measured performances is again good indicating that the 

effective electrooptic coefficient of the polycrystalline cadmium 
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sulphide thin films is very close to the bulk single crystal value of 

12 1 101 x 10- M. V- Fig. 6.12 illustrates the frequency response of 

modulator A. As with the simpler modulator structure of section 6-3- 

the increasing value of V TOT required to produce a one radian phase 

change is accounted for by RC effects at high frequencies and by 

dielectric relaxation, particularly in the cadmium sulphidep at 

frequencies less than 1 Mz. 

6.5.3 DISCUSSTON OF RESULTS 

The power per unit bandwidth figures of Table 6-3 viould at 

first sight appear large in'comparison with those quoted for the 

symmetrical modulator (Table 6.2) and require further comment. The 

buffer layer thicknesses were not optimised for the modulators 

described nor were the electrodes as long Omm cf- 10mm for symmetric case). 

These refinements were not considered necessary as it was the device 

feasibility which was being analysed rather than the modulator 

performance. To optimise the buffer layer thickness the 7059 glass 

film would need to be tapered over the aluminium electrode during the 

r. f. sputter deposition. The optical insertion loss of these devices 

was between 5 and 7 dB, the contribution to the overall loss from the 

tapers being approximately IdB. The demonstration of phase-matched 

coupling between fibres and 7059 glass films 100 
suggests that input 

and output coupling can be efficiently achieved to the Al-7059-glass- 

CdS-SiO-Al modulator structure by means of optical fibres. 

6.6 CONCLUDTNG REMARKS 

The phase modulation properties of the Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al 

waveguiding structure have been-fully analysed both theoretically and 

experimentally. All the experimental observations have been, adequately 

accounted for by the theory implying that the r electrooptic co- 13 
efficient for thin polycrystalline films of cadmium sulphide is close 
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12 1 to the bulk single crystal value of 1.1 x 10- M. V- While the 

best povier per unit bandwidth figure of 11-5 mvi MHz-l for 1 radian 

phase changey with a guide thickness of 1-4 pmp buffer thicknesses of 
2 0-45 ým and an electrode area of lOxO-5 mm 9 does not compare with the 

lithium niobate modulators55 the fabrication technologies pLre important. 

All the films have been vacuum evaporated and the desired electrooptic 

effect does not depend on epitaxial growth or single crystal substrates 

unlike most other modulators. The device had an insertion loss of 

12 dB whichq apart from the diffraction limited electrode widthp is the 

main reason why lower power per unit bandwidths were not attained. 

A method for simply and readily measuring the phase change 

iri an electrooptic modulator by homodyne detection was devised. The 

static optical bias inherent in the interferometer could be'varied by 

applying a d. c. voltage across an electrooptic structure. 

The composite modulator demonstrated that the cadmium sulphide 

waveguide is compatible with a hybrid circuit technology which should 

facilitate hi, -,; hly efficient phase-matched coupling to and from low 

refractive index silica fibres. 

The calculations for a rectangular waveguide modulator 

assembly indicated a theoretical performance comparable to the 

lithium niobate systems but as will be seen in chapter 7 the high wave- 

guide losses of rectangular cadmium sulphide waveguides precludes the 

realisation of the lowest drive powers predicted. 
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PART 111 

RECTANGULAR TIAVEGUIDES FOMTED FROM CADITIMI SULPIIIDE THIN FIUIS, 

AND ASSOCIATED DEVICES 
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SYNOPSIS 

A planar slab waveguide provides no lateral confinement of 

the guided light. For some devices this confinement is not necessary 
21 

and in others it is not even desirable Howeverp with the require- 

ment of a high packing density of components on the same substrate 

crosstalk isolation demands the use of rectangular waveguides. In 

active devices such as lasers and modulators the additional confinement 

will lead to a reduction in electrical power requirements. The electro- 

optic phase modulator drive power will however be limited by the wave- 

guide losses and the optical power densitie3 sustainable by the guides. 

Directional couplers can be fabricated both in planar stacked wave- 

guides and in rectangular waveguides placed parallel to each other in 

a coplanar configuration. The latter system has marked benefits in 

that independent voltage control can be exercised over the two guides 

leading to reduced switching voltages for an electrooptically controlled 

directional coupler, as will be seen in chapter 8. 

With two further waveguide boundaries in rectangular guides 

the major difficulty is fabricating a device with an acceptable loss. 

To overcome this problem rectangular waveguides are often defined by 

diffusion, -eg. titanium into lithium niobate. Howeverp in these 

guides only a small refractive index difference can be induced between 

the guide and the surrounding medium. Diffusion also invariably 

requires the use of high refractive index single crystal substrates 

with the associated problems of fibre-film coupling already mentioned 

in part 

The benefits of the cadmium sulphide technology described in 

Parts T and 1-1 have been discussed but to fully exploit these 

techniques they must be applicable to situations where lateral 

confinement of the guided wave can be induced. This part of the 

thesis is divided into two chapters; the first outlines rectanrular 

wavoguide theoryg fabrication methods and the evolution of an electro- 
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optic phase modulator with lateral confinement. The second chapter 

presents a theoretical analysis of directional couplers and their 

application to optical switching in some possible cadmium sulphide 

waveguide structures. The approach adopted to reduce dimensional 

tolerances and voltage requirements is outlined. 

?'t' 41 
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CHAPTM, RECTANGULAR DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES 

The production of an electrooptic phase modulator relies 

heavily on the ability to fabricate rectangular (2-d) waveguides with 

a low propagation, loss. Once these waveguides can be satisfactorily 

produced then an improvement on the stacked cadmium sulphide waveguide 

modulator performance (drive power) outlined in chapter 6 will be 

possible. Low loss rectangular waveguides will also form the first 

step in the fabrication of an electrooptically switched directional 

coupler which will be discussed in chapter 8* 

In section 7.1 a brief outline of the theory of rectangular 

waveguides is presented as a basis for the interpretation of the 

experiments described in section 7.2 and the analysis of the results 

of section 7-3- Experiments and results from a 20 pm wide electro- 

optic phase modulator are described in section 7-4 and concluding 

remarks on rectangular waveguide fabrication from an experimental 

standpoint are presented in section 7-5 

7-1 THEORETICAL RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE ANALYSIS 

The analysis of a rectangular dielectric waveguide is very 

much more complex than that of the planar waveguide described in 

chapter 2. Unlike the latter case or that of hollow rectangular 

metal waveguides the electric and magnetic fields of the rectangular 

dielectric waveguide cannot be expressed as simple functions exhibiting 

sinusoidal transverse variation in the core. The solutions can only 

be found exactly through detailed numerical methods. Many workers 

. 
have exerted considerable effort to finding means by which the 

101 
properties of the modes of a rectangular wavegaide can be charaoterised 

Such studies were considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis and 

the rectangular waveguide theory used was based on an approximate 
102 

solution derived by Marcatili The theory is briefly summarised 

and its limitation for modes near cut-off outlined. In most of the 
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rectangular waveguides described in section C, 7.2 the modes are well 

confined and the approximate theory adequately predicts mode 

propagation. However, for selenium diffused cadmium sulphide wave- 

guides the modes are near cut-off and a modification is necessary to 

the theory to predict their behaviour. 

7-1.1 SU1,11ARY OF PUBLISHED ANALYSES 

Marcatili 102 has detailed an approximate analytical solution 

in closed form using simple sinusoidal and exponential functions. 

The wave6uide geometry used is illustrated in Fig- 7-1- In his 

analysis the fields in the shaded regions are neglectedt accounting 

for both the simplicity and limitations of the approach. 

The analysis assumes that for well guided modes the field 

decays exponentially in regions 21 3,4 and 5; therefore most of the 

power travels in region 1, a small part in regions 2P 39 4 and 5 and 

even less in the four shaded regions. Consequentlyq only a small 

error should be introduced if the fields are not matched along the 

edges of the shaded areas. The matching along the four sides of 

region I can be achieved assuming simple field distributions. The 

largestfield components are found to be perpendicular to the axis 

of propagation with the. nodes essentially of the TEIT kind and are 

grouped into two families Ex and Ey plus a continuum of unguided pq pq 

modes. The main field components of the members of the first family 

are E and H, while those of the second are E and 11 The 
xyyx 

subindices p and q represent the number of nodes of the electric or 

. magnetic fields in the x and y directions respectively. Marcatili 

shows that the longitudinal propagation constant can be written as 

2_2_2 (k3. kx ky 

where k and Ic, are the x and y direction propagation constants in 
xv 

the core and are given by 
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FIGURE 7.1 Rectangular waveguide geometry 
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kxa- piE - tan-' kxý3 - tan-' kx5 

1n21 kyb= qn - tan- 2 ky 112 - tan- 
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kyr'4 
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for E'y modesq and pq 

-1 n2 -1 n2 
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XC5 22 
n1n, 

kyb= qn - tan-' ky, n2 - tan kY 'n 4 

for Ex modes, where pq 

-c=11-i- 395 
k )2 -kx 

f-J2 
xAi 

2 2t4 
-k 3r 

Aim. 212' 2(n1-n 
1 

)«ý 

2n 

i-2,39495 

i-1,2,3t4,5 

(7.2) 

(7-3) 

(7-4) 

(7-5) 

(7.6) 

(7-7) 

(7-8) 

(7-9) 

The amplitudes of the field components in media 29394 and 5 decay 

exponentially; therefore Ci and Tj i are a measure of the distance the 

evanescent field penetrates into each of the media. If the modes 

jend towards cut-off the fields in the shaded region are si C. nif icant, 

and the approximate theory becomes invalid. The above equations thus 

apply only to the case of well guided modes away from cut-off. 

In the situation where the refractive index difference 

between the guide and the surrounding media is large and the waveguide 

has a large aspect ratio the Ex and Ey modes can be represented as pq pq 

I1 61 
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the TEm and the 'Bým (m - q-1) modes of a planar wavecuide. An 

example is illustrated for a cadmium sulphide rectangular waveguide 

in Fig- 7,2. For a waveguide 1-5 pm thick with air as the medium 

in regions 3 and 5 the phase constant of the waveguide mode is the 

same as that for the planar waveguide for guide widths of greater 

than 10 pm, This will be the case for all the rectang%lar wave- 

guides described in section 7.2 with the exception of the selenium 

diffused cadmium sulphide waveguide (considered in section 7-1.2). 

For a 20 jAm uide rectangular waveguide electrooptic phase modulator 

the expression for dp calculated in chapter 5 can be used as the 

change in using the differentiated form of equation (7-1) is found to 

be insignificant. 

7.1,2 MODIFICATION FOR GUIDES NEAR CUT-OFF 

Waveguides formed by selenium diffusion into crystals of 

cadmium sulphide are considered to have a refractive index gradient 

throughout-the waveguide30. However, for diffusion into a thin 

film of cadmium sulphide a stepped index profile was considered since 

the diffusion time would produce an even concentration of selenium 

throughout the waveguide channel. The small refractive index 

difference of 5xIO-3 between the cadmium sulphide and the CdS 
x 

Se I-x 

means that the modes are near cut-off for the guides considered and 

the approximate theory of Marcatili does not hold. A ray optics 

analogy to waveguide propagation in the rectangular waveguides is 

considered and a modification made to the theory to more accurately 

describe the case of the selenium diffused waveguides. 

For a CdS 
x 

Se I-x rectangular waveguide there is a large 
.* 

refractive index difference between region 2,4 and 1 while only a 

very small difference exists between regions 39 5 and 1. Therefore 

a mode in the y-direction will still be well 6-aided when a mode in 

the x direction is near cut-off. The siiuation can be described 
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alternatively by the large aspect ratio guide illustrated in Fig- 7-3; 

where the mode is near cut-off in the lateral dimension while-still 

being well guided in the thickness direction. A ray path through 

such a waveguide is illustrated along with the projections of the ray 

on the x-z and y-z planes. The dots represent the points at which 

reflections from the guide-surrounding medium occur. It can be seen 

thatv as with Marcatili's theory, the mode propagation in the 

rectangular guide can be represented by two slab waveguide modes. 

Howeverv the reflections from the other faces slightly alter the 

profiles of these projected slab guides and although in the y-z plane 

the reflections are not significant those in the x-z plane are 

(Pig- 7-3)- A new effective guide index is derived for the wave 

propagating in the x-z plane. The reflections at the x-z plane give 

the ray projected in that plane an effective path directly in the x-z 

plane. The refractive index "seen" by the wave in that plane is 

therefore more accurately represented by the vector kI 
3. rather than 

the vector kI as defined in Fig- 7-4 and the following equations result; 

2 
., 

22 k1l 1ý; + kz 

k2. k2+k2+k2 1xyz 

therefore k1l 2_k2_k2 
1y 

(7-10) 

Substituting k1 for k1 in Marcatili's formulae will modify the 

expression for Ci giving 

ci =I 2_ 
12 

JýXjj ki) 

Equation (7-13) can be used to define the evanescent fields in region 

3 and 5 of the CdS 
x 

Sel_x waveguide. For unity aspect ratio guides 

-. 1 . 
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the theory will breakdown as the wave is tending to cut-off in both 

dimensions. 

The validity of the above analysis was checked by comparing 

the results with those of Goell's circular harmonic analysis 
101 

and 

although the aspect ratio is only 2: 1 there is reasonable agreement 

as can be seen from Fig- 7-5- The approximation improves with 

larger aspect ratio guides and as the aspect ratio tends to infinity 

the mode equation (7.1) reduces to the form for planar wavecuide 

propagation (equation (2.8)). The concept of a large aspect ratio 

guide is entirely analogous to the CdSxSel_x waveguide (x large) in 

a cadmium sulphide film. A SA versus guide thickness plot, .I IC 
illustrated in Pig- 7.6, compares the results of this analysis to 

those calculated directly from Marcatili's formulae. 

The above analyses only provide an adequate insight into 

mode propagation in the rectangular dielectric waveguides described 

in. the remainder of this thesis and should not be considered as a 

comprehensive theoretical analysis of 2-d waveguides, 

7*2 FA13RICATION OF CAMIMI SULPITIDE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUTUFS 

The objective was to produce rectangular dielectric wave- 

guides based on thin, vacuum evaporated films of cadmium sulphide. 

The optical attenuation was to approach that of the planar waveguides 

described in chapter 4 so that a low drive power modulator and an 

optical switch could be fabricated. Thisp however, represented 

a considerable technological challenge and two main fabrication 

. approaches were tried; firstly a modification of the cadmium sulphide 

film once it had been evaporated onto a substrate and secondly 

alterations to the substrate prior to the cadmium sulphide evaporation. 

Both techniques relied primarily on the formation of the waveguide 

pattern in photoresist and the consistency with which the pattern 

could be replicated into the final waveguideo 
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Positive Shipley AZ1350J photoresist was used throughout the 

study because of its ability to withstand chemical and ion beam 

etching while at the same time producing good edge definition. When 

photolithography was carried out directly on the surface of a cadmium 

-sulphide film the edges of the film had to be protected with unexposed 

photoresist, during processing to prevent the film from detaching it- 

self from the substrate. The waveguide dimensions were all within 

the capabilities of replication by conventional photolithography 

and exposure was carried out using contact printing through conformable 

masks. 

7,, 2.1 CIMUCAL ETCHING 

A waveguide pattern was defined in photoresist on the surface 

of a cadmium sulphide thin film. Various chemical etches for cadmium 

sulphide, listed in Table 7.1 along with their relative etch ratest 

were used to remove the unwanted cadmium sulphide leaving a rectangular 

waveguide pattern replicated in the remaining cadmium sulphide* it 

was found that both the methanol -bromine and chromic acid attacked 

photoresist very much more rapidly than they etched cadmium sulphide 

and were therefore discarded. The presence of hydrofluoric acid 

in the white etch tended to attack the glass substrate and cause removal 

of the cadmium sulphide film. Neither nitric or hydrochloric acid 

affected the photoresist masking but their etch rates to cadmium 

sulphide were much too vigorous to be controllable. A series of 

dilut-Jons of the hydrochloric acid with water was tried and a Itl mix of 

. HCl: II 20 was found to produce a reasonably controllable etch rate. 

This etchant was therefore used to produce chemically etched rectangular 

waveCuides of cadmium sulphide on glass substrates. 

The waveguides produced were typically 1-5 pm thick and 

ranged in width from 50 Vm to 20 pm in 10 jim steps. In all cases the 

side wall roughness was very poor with up to 3 pm variation in width 



Etcha nt 
Relative etch rate 

to cddmium sulphide 

Nitric acid etches vigorously 
Hydrochloric acid etches moderately fast 

White etch (1HF: 4HN03) etches moderately 

Methanol bromine(5%Br) etches slowly 

Chromic acid etches slowly 

TABLE 7.1 Chemical etches and their effect on codmium sulphide 
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occurring. It was found impossible to improve on this edge quality 

which was considered to be caused mainly by the preferential etching 

of the cadmium sulphide crystallites. In all cases the surface 

finish of the cadmium sulphide was unaffected by the processing. 

Waveguide losses of greater than 30 dBcm-l were measured in the 50 Pm 

wide guides with the losses in the narroweF guides significantly 

larger. 

7.2.2 IOIJ BFJJ. T ETCHING 

Ion beam etching or machining is a well established technique 

for replicating patterns in a substrate by removal of the mask and 

substrate materials by sputtering and has been described in a number 

of review articlesl03. It has been used in many applications over the 

past years (eg for the production of, microelectronic circuit patterns) 

and has now evolved as a useful technique for integrated optics 

applications. The high resolution capability means that it will 

faithfully reproduce any pattern. 

The ion beam etching of cadmium sulphide, howeverp has come 

difficulties which do not arise with the etching of other materials. 

These are mainly due to the need to remove the remaining protective 

mask without damaging the cadmium sulphide film underneath. The 

high chemical reactivity of cadmium sulphide precludes the use of 

most common ion masks and indeed polymer films such as photoresist 

are the only materials that can be satisfactorily removed from 

cadmium sulphide. To enable the photoresist to withstand the ion 

. plasma it must be baked to a temperature of 150 0C for one hour prior 

to etching. Baking, however, seriously alters the profile of the 

resist as can be seen from the scanning electron micrographs 

(Figs- 7-7a and 7-7b) of a rectangular resist pattern on cadmium 

sulphide before and after baking. Baking first causes the resist 

to flow across the surface of the cadmium sulphide and to take ur a 
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(a) Unbaked photoresist 

magnif icat ion 5K 

(b)Photoresist after baking for lhr at 150*C 

magnification 5K 

FIGURE7.7 Scanning electron micrographs of a 20ym 

photoresist ridge ona cadmium sulphide film 
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meniscus shape.. The volatile constituents of the resist are then 

driven off by evaporation and the meniscus contracts still retaining 

the same general shape. The photoresist in this form is able to 

withstand the ion beam. However, as can be seen in Fig- 7-7b, the 

mask is no longer rectangular and when etching takes place sloping 

rather vertical sides in the cadmium sulphide rectangular wav, ý(', Uide 

result. Sputtering rate is a non-monotonic function of the angle of 

. 
incidence of the ions and Fig- 7.8 shows schematically how this also 

produces sloping edges in the substrate. A combination of both the 

above mentioned effects gives a trapezoidal rather than a rectangular 

waveguide profile. 

The trapezoidal shape has the disadvantage that the sloping 

edges are rough and lead to a large waveguide attenuation due to 

scattering. The roughness arises from the differential etch rates 

of the waveguide and mask materials. When a film is etched it is 

not attacked smoothly but developes a surface roughness caused by 

the impinging ions. Whenihis material is completely removed the 

roughness will reproduce itself in the waveguide material 

particularly when the waveguide material etches at a faster rate 

than the mask material. Once the_etching has been completed the 

remaining resist was removed by oxidation in an r. f. plasma. 

The ion beam etching was carried out in an Edwards diffusion 

pumped coating unit with a G. V. Planar ion gun assembly. The 

substrates were mounted on a rotating table to provide an even etch 

rate and the-etching was carried outIn an argon atmosphere at a 

pressure of 4-5 microns with the ion g: un set to 5 kV and 30 MA. 

The etch rate of cadmium sulphide was measured to be 4001 min-1 

with the AZ1350J photoresist being etched at approximately one quarter 

of this rate. This differential between the etch rates meant that if 

rectangalar masks could be formed then good edges should be possible 

in the cadmium sulphide rectangular waveguides. 
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The resist thickness, baking time and baking temperature 

were carefully studied with a view to producing a mask of near 

rectangular shape but it was found in all cases that the general shape 

of Fig- 7-7b resulted once all the volatile components of the resist 

had been driven off. The optimum thickness of photoresist film was 

found to be between 1 and 2 tim. The best guides achievable thus 

had sloping side boundaries which contributed to a higher waveguide 

attenuation than had been expected. Any preferential etching of 

crystal facets of the cadmium sulphide was masked by the sloping edge 

roughness. Fig- 7.9 shows that there is no obvious difference 

between a polycrystalline film grown on a Class substrate and a 

single crystal film grown on < Ill > spinel. The major contribution 

to waveguide loss was therefore due to the rough sloping edges 

caused by the. poor shape of the photoresist mask. Care had to be 

exercised when oxidising the remaining resist as a very intense 

plasma could damage the surface of the cadmium sulphide. 

The waveguides produced were typically 1-5 M thick and had 

optical losses of 20-25 dBcm -1 in 50 pm wide guides and greater than 

30 dBcm-1 in 20 pm wide guides. 

7.2.3 SEIDTIM DIFFUSION INTO CAUTIUlf SULPHIDE 

Diffusion of selenium into single crystals of cadmium 

sulphide to produce a CdS 
x 

Se, 
_, 

(x -1 -* 0) structure has been studied 

in the past30. It is well known that Cdý. Se 1-x has a higher 

refractive index than cadmium sulphide and the diffusion technique 

-has thus found application in integrated optics. It has been used 

to form low loss rectangular waveguides in single crystal substrates 

of cadmium sulphide9 because the diffuse waveguide profile meant that 

edge roughness from the side walls was ameliorated and hence scatter 

loss reduced. The refractive index profiles of these waveguides are 

graded rather than stepped and considerable theoretical effort has 
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(a) Cadmium sulphicle on a glass substrate 

magnif 1 cation 2.5K 

(b) Cadmium sulphide on a spine[ substrate 

magnification 10K 

FIGURE 7.9 Scanning electron micrographs of ion 

beam etched cadmium sulphide waveguides 
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been devoted to a study of mode propagation in those structuroslO4. 

However, a stepped index profile was assumed in the analysis of 

section 7.1.2 since the selenium diffusion was into thin polycrystalline 
films of cadmium sulphide rather than bulk single crystals. 

In the first experiments the cadmium sulphide films were 

evaporated onto fuspd silica substrates and a diffusion carried out 

following the procedure of Taylor et a1g. The thin film was scaled 

into a quartz ampoule evacuated to 10-6 torr along with sulphurg 

selenium and cadmium sulphide powder in specified molar proportions. 

The mass per unit volume ratios of the sulphur aAd selenium were 

m_cm-3 -3 
4: 1 and 3-7 m9cm respectively. The ampoules were then 

placed in a resistance furnace and heated to 6000C. The temperaturo 

gradient over the length of the ampoule was less than 20C and 

fluctuations*in the mean temperature were of the order of 
t IOC. 

The processed ampoule was allowed to cool down to room temperature over 

a period of 12 hours. The resultant films all had bad surface damage 

with fine cracks and pit marks in which globules of recondensed 

selenium lay. When diffusion was carried out on films grown on spinel 

only the pit marks were observed indicating that the cracks were due 

to a difference in thermal expansiQn between the fused silica and the 

cadmium sulphide. Pone of the films was suitable for. light guiding 

and the results were independent of diffusion time. It was only once 

the selenium concentration had been reduced to a level of 1 pgcm-3 

that Cd3x3ol_x films of an acceptable optical quality were produced. 

The diffusion temperature was reduced to 350 0C to permit the use of 

glass substrates and the ampoules were sealed at half an atmosphere of 

nitroeen to reduce the level of sulphur diffusion out of the cadmium 

sulphide. The diffusions were carried out for 3 hours and the 

concentration of selenium in the cadmium sulphide was controlled by 

altering the mass per unit volume present. The diffusion coefficient 
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of the selenium was such that in a3 hour diffusion the selenium 

will have penetrated completely through the cadmium sulphide film 

thus substantiating the assumption of a stepped refractive index 

profile. 

Optical measurements on planar CdS 
X 

Sel_x waveguides confirmed 

losses of 7 dBcm-1 for a refractive index increase of 5xlO-3 and 

12 dBcm7l for a refractive index change of 10-2. ' Attempts to 

introduce still higher concentrations of selenium resuited in 

extremely large waveguide losses. 

Rectangular waveguides were fabricated by masking the 

cadmium s ulphide with a thin film ofsilicon monoxide in which a 

waveguide pattern had been replicated using the lift-off technique. 

The diffusion was carried out in the manner described above. Wave- 

guiding was demonstrated in a4 pm thick film with waveguide widths 

from 50 PM to 5 pm and a refractive index difference of 5x, 0-3. The 

losses measured' increased from 8 dBcm -1 for the 50 pm guide to around 

15 dBcm7l for the 5 pm wide guide. These low waveguide losses can 

be attributed to the small refractive index difference causing only 

very slight cor-finement of the guided wave. 

7,2-4 SUBSqakTE ETCHING 

All the methods described in the previous sections have 

involved a modification to the cadmium sulphide film once it has 

been deposited. In this section two methods of modifying the 

substrate prior to the deposition of-cadmium sulphide are discussed. 

The underlying principle was to form deep grooves in the substrate 

such that -..,, hen the cadmium sulphide evaporation took place the film 

will not grow continuously but will break at the edges of the channels 

and result in the formation of rectangular waveguides either on the 

ridges or in the channels (see Fig- 7-10)- The side walle of the 

cadmium sulphide rectangular guides would then be formed during the 
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FIGURE 7.10 Schematic diagram of a cadmium sulphide 

thin film deposited on an etched substrate 
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evaporation process and the resulting scatter should be greatly 

reduced. The first technique involved the ion beam etching of a 

glass substrate and the second involved selectively etching a single 

crystal substrate of s ilicon. The slow etch rate of glass (85A min-') 

meant that the channels were only "I ýtm deep and had sloping edigcs* 

The desired film break did not occur when the evaporation was carried 

out and thus the majority of effort was concentrated on the latter 

method. 

Etches which preferentially attack the planes of silicon 

have been used in a variety of applicationsl05 and the fabrication of 

waveguides formed by filling etched silicon channels with P111A has 

lo6 
recently been reported In the department apparatus existed for 

the preferential etching of silicon for use in transmission electron 

microscopy studies and the etching of silicon waveguide channels was 

carried out using that apparatus. The etchant was a ternary mixture 

of wateramine and complexing agent which is fully describedq alolig 

with the refluxing apparatus, in a paper by Finne et al105. The etch 

rates for the < 111 >, < 110 > and < 100 > planes of silicon were 

approximately 3: 3000 Vm/hr respectively. A straight waveguide with 

the sides orientated parallel to the (100) direction would produce 

of waveguide groove with the side walls formed by perfectly smooth 

< Ill > planes of silicon as illustrated schematically in Fig- 79119 

< 100 > silicon wafers (n-type, 3-4 2cm) polished on one 

side were thermally oxidised to produce a layer of silicon dioxide 

between 0-3 Hm and 0-5 pm thick. Photolithography was carried out 

with the appropriate care being taken to align the waveguide edges 

along the (110) crystallographic directions. Buffered hydrofluoric 

acid was used to remove the silicon dioxide and the waveguide ridges 

were defined by the remaining silicon dioxide after the photoresist 

had been removed. The etchant then exposed the < Ill > planes of the 
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silicon due to the preferential etch rates while the silicon dioxide 

performed the role of the mask since it is only attached very slowly 

by the etchant. The etched silicon channels contained pit marks 

caused by crystal defects in the silicon and thus the ridgesp which 

had remained protected by the silicon dioxide, were used as the "substrates" 

-for the rectangular waveguides. After the etching process the remain- 

ing oxide was removed and a thick oxide buffer layer grown to eliminate 

waveguide attenuation from the silicon. A cadmium sulphide film was 

then evaporated over the substrate and rectangular waveguides were 

formed on the top of the etched silicon ridges which were approximately 

20 jim. high. Fig- 7.12 illustrates a scanning electron microGraph of 

the rectangular guides on the silicon ridges. The edges are very 

straight and do not have the roughness associated with the ion beam 

etched guides of Fig- 7-9- 

The waveguides were typically 2.0 pm, thick and had widths 

ranging from 50 Pm to 20 ýn in steps of 10 pm. The corresponding 

-1 waveguide losses increased from 8dBcm to 15 dBcm 

7-3 SUINAARY OF RESULTS 

A critical review of the loss figures obtained for the 

various fabrication techniques shdWs that the waveguide attenuation 

is dominated by scatter from the side walls (excluding the diffused 

waveguides). Table 7.2 summarises the minimum waveguide attenuation 

possible using the current technologies. It was estimated that wave- 

guide losses of less than 15 dBcm-l were required to perform experiments 

on an electrooptic modulator with lateral confinement and since the 

chemically etched and ion beam etched waveguides had losses of at 

least 30 dBcm-l they were excluded from further consideration. 1107; - 

everv both the guides formed using selectively etched silicon substrates 

and those formed by selenium diffusion represent possible bases for 

device fabrication. Waveguides evaporated onto etched silicon have 
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Rectangular CdS 
waveguide side wall 

FIGURE 712 Scanning electron micrograph of 

cadmium sulphide on an etched 

sl[icon ridge (magnification 2-5K) 

Etched silicon ridge 
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a loss of 15 dBcm-1 for waveguide geometry of 20 pm by 1-5 lAm thick 

while the same loss can be achieved in a CdS 
x 

Se I-x waveguide 5 ým wide 

x4W thick* 

For a rectangular waveguide electrooptic phase modulator 

the confinement offered by the cadmium sulphide waveguide deposited 

on an etched silicon substrate will produce a low power per unit band- 

width device. The width of the guide will not permit discrete 

transverse modes to be excited but this is not necessary in the 

modulator. However, for the optical switch based on an electro- 

optically switched directional coupler, discussed in chapter 8, single 

mode operation is essential and the CdS 
x 

Se, 
_,, 

waveguide represents 

the better technology. Both fabrication techniques are still based 

on the vacuum evaporation of polycrystalline cadmium sulphide thin 

films onto amorphous substrates and thus the possibility of efficient 

fibre-film coupling discussed in chapter 6 will still apply to the 

rectangular waveguides. 

7-4 EXPERIMENTAL ELECTROOPTIC PILASE MODULATOR BASED ON RECTANGULAR 
1,9 A ITIPO T TT T)T. IQ 

An electrooptic phase modulator was built to illustrate the 

feasibility of the low power per unit'bandwidth modulator proposed 

in part 1-1. Since the waveguide-losses of the rectangular waveguidea 

were higher than those for the slab guides of chapter 4 the device 

length had to be reduced with a concomitant increase in the power per 

unit bandwidth calculated in chapter 6. The multilayer modulator 

structure (Pig- 7-13) was based on a 20 ýtm wide ridge of selectively 

etched n--'-. ype silicon described in section 7.2-4* The silicon 

slice was used as the lower electrode and the back surface was doped n+ 

by a thermal diffusion of phosphorous pentoxide to produce an ohmic 

contact between the silicon and the aluminium contact electrode. 

After the diffusion it was essential to remove all traces of the 

thermally groym phosphorous glass to maintain the cadmium sulphide 
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FIGURE 713 Schematic diagram of rectangular waveguide modulator 
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I 
waveguide loss at 15 dBcm_ A 0.6 14m thick buffer layer of silicon 

monoxide was then evaporated directly onto the etched silicon ridee to 

el: Lminate completely any additional waveguide attenuation due to the 

presence of the silicon substrate. A2 pm thick cadmium sulphide 

film was then deposited and the top buffer electrode of silicon mono- 

xide 0.6 ý= thick was evaporated through a straight edge mask. it 

2 was not possible to define the optimum electrode area of 5XO. 02 mm 

as the 20 ýtm strip of aluminium would not adhere to the structlire. 

Instead the device was completed by painting a silver electrode 

5x2 mm 
2 

over the silicon ridge* 

The phase modulation was detected using the homodyne system 

described in chapter 6. A combination of two lenses was used to 

reduce the 1-15 pm beam to a 15 M diameter spot at the input 

coupler. The launching efficiency into the-lowest order TE mode 

was 55/,, - The experimental performance was again in good agreement 

with the theoretically predicted value. Had an optimised electrode 

area of 5XO. 02 mm 
2 been used the power per unit bandwidth would have 

been 
-1-45 mVIlHz-l for 1 radian phase change with a base bandwidth of 

4-7 GHz into a 502 load. The drive power figure was, howeverv 

higher than the value of 450 PvAlliz-1 predicted in chapter 6. This 

arises mainly because the basic rectangular waveguide attenuation 

has limited the interaction length to 5mm- and partly because the 

buffer layer thicknesses had a safety factor included and were not 

of optimum thickness. The insertion loss of the device was 

approximately 10 dB. 

7-5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

An electrooptic modulator using a 20 jim wide rectangular 

waveguide of polycrystalline cadmium sulphide evaporated onto a 

selectively etched silicon substrate has been demonstrated. With 

the present rectangular waveguide fabrication techniques the optical 
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attenuation precludes the use of narrower waveguides and longer 

interaction lengths. To define the optimum electrode area of 

5xO. O2 mm 
2a high conductivity n+ region should be diffused into the 

waveguide ridge through the silicon dioxide mask. The width of the 

top electrode would then be unimportant and with all contacts on the 

top surface of the silicon wafer a truely planar device technology 

would result. With the optimum guide and buffer thickness of 1-15 Pm 

and 0-45 jAm respectively a minimum power per unit bandwidth of 

900 ýMBIZ-i for one radian phase change would result. 

Although the evaporation of cadmium. sulphide onto etched 

silicon provides an improved modulator performance the multimode 

nature of these guides will preclude their incorporation in a 

directional coupler. Howeverg the single mode nature of the 

CdSýSe, 
_, 

guides should enable the fabrication of a directional 

coupler. A theoretical design study of directional couplers and 

electrooptically controlled switches using directional couplers is 

detailed in chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 8: DESIG14 STUDY OF BUTTROOPTNALLY CONTROLUM 
D1RECTIONAL COUPL-H; IZ SWITCHNS 

A device which can switch light from one guide to another 

separate guide will be an important element of any optical communicationo 

system. The' directional coupler has been shown 
I 

to be capable of 

transferring light from one guide to another by electrooptically 

controlling the phase of the mode in the coupler. Recently two 

experimental realisations of this type of switching have been reported48949, 

Howevert they suffer the disadvantage of requiring high refractive 

index single crystal substrates and filmsp with the associated 

problem of efficiently coupling the light to and from optical fibres. 

An electrooptically controlled directional coupler switch based on 

thin films of cadmium sulphide would overcome this deficiency in an 

analogous manner to the phase modulator of chapter 6 and hence would 

be an interesting device. 

This chapter considers existing directional coupler 

theories and points out their limitations. A general expre3nion for 

the coupling length is derived from an extension of a prism-film 

coupler theory based on a scatter matrix approach. The tolerances 

on directional coupler fabrication are discussed in section 8.2 in the 

context of the two possible mechanisms by which light can be induced 

to transfer f3--om one guide to another. Specific desiens of 

directional couplers based on cadmium sulphide waveguides are outlined 

in section 8-3- The results are summarised and discussed in section 

8-4 along with a detailed design for the most realistic structure. 

8.1 DIR-eCTIOTIAL COITPL,,, R THEORY 

Extensive theoretical analyses of directional coupling between 

dielectric waveguides have been published and the results derived from 

these are briefly summarised in section 8.1.1. In Scction 8.1.2 a 

theory for directignal couplers is adapted from a scatter matrix 
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approach to prism-film coupling developed by Dunsmuir et a1107. The 

equations derived for a completely general lossless directional coupler 

are shown to be compatible with the existing theories. 

8*1.1 SUMURY OF PUBLISHED ANALYSES 

The directional coupler shown in Fig. 8.1a has two Identical 

waveguides with the modes carrying the optical power in the same 

direction and is known as a codirectional coupler. Yariv 108 has 

used coupled mode theory to show that if only guidel is initially 

excited then the electric field amplitudes of guides I and 2 vary as 

ift 22A 
ý2+62)jz E1 (Z) E0 e= ' COS 

[-23(4k 
+A )z] 

22 A- sin [1(4 
Un +A 

-iAz 7- 2' 
It 

22 EEeH,, sin 
[1(4 

+A )2z (8.2) 2(2) 0 Un 2 
+A 

2)2 

where A' Pl-ý2' P, and P2 are the uncoupled propagation constants 

of guides I and 2 respectivelyq x is the overall coupling coefficient 

and E0 is the initial field amplitude in-guide For perfect phase 

matching between the guides (ie A=O) there is completep periodic 

power transfer between the two guides with period L 1- 
f the 

C 2H 

coupling length. 

log Marcuse has shown that for a non-symmetric coupler 

structure (Fig. 8.1b)the overall coupling coefficient is given by 

)( mjýF2 (8-3) 

where x,. and X2 are the coupling coefficients for the symmetrical 

couplers of Fig. 8.1c and 8.1d respectively* 

The relationship between the waveguide parameters and the 

coupling coefficient (coupling length) is the most important express- 

ion in directional coupler design and several such relationships have 

been obtained for the symmetric case 
1 10 (Fig. 0.1a). Of these the 
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expression obtained by Marcatili 102 (equation (8-4)) is the most 

commonly used result48P49. 

k2 goexp(-c/go) 2n 2x (8-4) Lca (1+k 292 
x0 

where Lc is the coupling length and the rest of the variables are 

defined in Fig. 8.1a. However, several authors have stated that the 

effective widths of the waveguides must be considered 
ill 

and other 

expressions have been derived with a of equation (8-4) replaced by 

a+2go) 
- the effective guide width. In a coupler the modes are 

coupled through the penetration of the evanescent fields of one guide 

into the other. Such fields are therefore large and make a significant 

change to the values of coupling length calculated from equation (8-4) 

The expression of Marcatili is only approximate since it has been 

derived assuming well guided modes. 

8,1.2 SCATTERTNG MATRIX APPROACH 

For a complete understanding of directional coupler action 

the scattering matrix approach was adopted as it could be solved for 

a completely general (non-symmetric) directional coupler. All the 

salient equations of section 8.1.1-are readily derived from a unified 

theory. The basis of this theory is a completely General scatterine 

matrix (equation (8-5)) relating the incident and reflected plane 

waves at a dielectric boundary (Fig. 8.1b). Dunsmuir Ot a, 
107 

derived the scattering matrix and then used it to describe the 

performance of a prism-film coupler but here it is used to provide 

a theoretical understanding of the losslesso reciprocal directional 

coupler. 

Dunsmuir et a1107 show that 

I sl (8-5) 
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where i, q i9r, and r are definod in Fig. 8.1b and s is given as 331. 
I 

expj20.2 -u2 expj2o 32 

1-u2 expj(20.2 +20 32) 
181- 

u(l-expj40l2) -2x(l-expJ4032) 

u2 expj(20.2 +2032) 

where 

li A- 
u(l-exP4Mj2)'ý(I-expJ0,2)2 

11-u2 expj(20,2+2032) 

(8.6) 

expi2o u expJ2 32 - 012 

u2 expj( 012 +2032) 
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(k 

2AI) 
(8-7) 

I (ý 2 2)-j / 2-ý 2)-ý ]- tan -1 (k ) (8.8) 032 = tan- /k -n 2 
(n 

3 
/ý 

2/k3 

for TE waves, and 

u= exp (-k 
2 C) (0.9) 

With reference to Fig. 8.1b consider the reflection of a plane wave 

at the 1-0 and 3-4 dielectric boundaries then 

re 
-j2k Ia1 +J2ý10 

1- 

and 
-j2k 3a3 +j2034 

13 Im r30 

where 010 and 034 are defined in a similar manner to 0.2 and 032' 

Equations (8-5), (8.10) and (8.1'1) can then be combined to form 

equations linking i1 to i3 directly. 

(13.10) ' 

(all) 

I-exp(j2/12+J2/10 -j2alk3. )]+u 2 
expj(2ý, 2-20,, 
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32 
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f[I-exp(j2o 
32+j2V34 -j2a 3k3) 

J+u2 
expj(2012 -2032)[ exp(j2o32+j2o34 -j2a 3kA 

-u 
2 

expj(2012 +262)j 13 

J2 
ýU(I-exPj#12 )2( 1-expj#32) 2 e- 

032 

exp(j2o 32+j2o34-j 2k 3a 3)) 11 (8-13) 

Defining 

pI=I- exp020.2 +j2/lo-j2a, kl) 

and 

3=I- exp(j2X 32+J2034 -j2a 3k 3) 

it can be seen that for the two guides in an unperturbed situation 

P1-P3-0 since (2ý, 
2 +2010-2akl) - n2n and (2032+2034-2a 

3k 3) - m2n 

(n and m integers) for a mode propagating in the waveauide. 

Assuming that the tunnel region 2 is now sufficiently narrow to allow 

the modes in the two guides to be slightly perturbed by amounts 

6P, and 4P3 defined as 

AP, =I- exp (J 2012+j 2ý10-rj2ajkj) (8.16) 

ýp 3-1- exp (J2ý32 +J2034 -j2a 3k 3) 

then equations (8.12) and (8-13) reduce to 

22 J4012 J4032 
). 

j -J201 f4p 
1 +U expj(2032-2012)-u expj(20,2 +20 32)1 il-ju(I-e )'u(l-e 0 

and 
22 J4012 J4032 jrJ2032 f4p3+u expj(2012 -2032) -u expj(2ý12 +2032)}'3-fu(I-0 )iua-. e 

(8.19) 

Combining equations (8.18) and (8,19) and neglecting terms of order 

smaller than u2 yields 

Ap 
. 14P 3=U2 

(e 
-j2012_ej2012 )(0 _j2032_ej2032 

) (13.20) 

Differentiation of equations (8-14) and (8-15) with respect to P yield3 
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2p (a +I /ko+3A2) 
pI J- k, 

and 

2P (a 
3+I 

/k2+1/k4) 
AP3k3 

r6 
(8,22) 

where H is the coupling coefficient. Substituting equations (8.21) 

and (8.22) in equation (8.20) yields the expression for the overall 

coupling coefficient as 

+ 2k k exp 1, c) 
x213 (8*23) 

Pk 21k, 
(a3+1/k4+1/k2) 

2 
(a, +'/ko+'/k2 

J( 

k2, 

For the symmetric case of Fig. 8.1a a, -a39k0=k2-k4tk, - 

and equation (8.23) reduces to 

2k 2 
exp(-k c) 

x1=k2. (8-24) 

Pk 
0 

(a, + 
2 /k 

0 
)(Ii I) 

ke 
0 

giving 

K (El. 25) 

For a non-symmetrical waveguide structure the ovorall coupling co- 

qffioient is the geometric mean of the coupling coefficients for the 

symmetric cases. Equation (8.24) agrees with Marcatili's equation 

(8-4) with the important exception that the waveguide width has been 

repl&ced by the effective guide width. Equation (8.25) is in 

agreement with equation (8-3) derived by Marcuse log 
thus substantiating 

the'scatter matrix solution to the directional coupler. Dunsmuir has 

also shown 
112 that the analysis can be extendedto derive the fields 

in each guide and has obtained correlation with equations (8.1) and 

(8.2) derived by Yariv 108, 

Equation (8.1), (8.2) and (8.23) contain all the information 

needed to dcsign a directional coupler* 
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8*2 DTRECTIOTTAL COUPLN', R TOLERANCE C011SIDEM-ITIONS AND SWITCHING 
SCHEMES 

8.2.1 TOLERARCE CONSIDERATIONS 

If a directional coupler is to periodically transfer IW14 

of the power from one guide to the other then equations (8.1) and (8.2) 

demand that perfect phase matching occurs between the modes in the 

two guides (ie P, ý 02) . The maximum power transferred in the case 

of a slight mismatch is given by 

.r 4x2 Percentage of driven guide power transferred L 
(4h ? 

+A2 
x 100 (8*26) 

Figure 8.2 illustrates the effect of mismatch and shows that not only 

is the maximum power transfer reduced but the coupling length is also 

shortened. Equation (8.26) indicates that the shorter the coupling 

length then the larger the phase mismatch that can be tolerated for 

a given percentage power transfer. The mismatch of the wavegulde 

propagation constants can arise during device fabrication if any of 

the guide parameters vary only slightly from the calculated values. 

Tolerances are calculated on the basis of one parameter varying while 

all the others are fixed at their correct valuesp with the additional 

constraintthat the waveguides are uncoupled. Equation (8.26) gives 

the maximum value of A for a specified rejection ratio between the 

two gaides. The phase difference can then be related to the particular 

refractive index or thickness by differentiation of the appropriate 

made eauation defining the guide. The tolerance calculated will 

indicate the maximum transfer of power. 

Variation of the width of thelunnelling gap andp in the case 

of a structure that possesses symmetry about the tunnelling gapt the 

refractive index of this tunnelling gan will not induce a phane mis- 

match between the modes. flowevert the coupling length does deTend 

on these para; meters. Tolerances on these parameters are therefore 
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calculated by stipulating that a certain power must be transferred at 

the point where 100%, transfer should have been achieved (1wo power 

transfer will always occur provided perfect phase matching is 

maintained). 

The above methods provide a means of assessing the feasibility 

of fabricating a directional coupler structure. Clearly those designs 

which demand a level of accuracy greater than the available technology 

permits must be rejected. 

8.2.2 SWITCHING SCIUIIES 

The underlying principle of an electrooptically controlled 

directional coupler switch is the alteration of the passive coupling 

conditions of the directional coupler, with an odd number of coupling 

lengths, through the electrooptio effect in one medium and so induce 

a transfer of the power back to the driven guide. This can be 

achieved by maintaining the phase match between the two guides and 

altering the coupling length by inducing a symmetric phase change 

(Fig. 8-3a) or by inducing an asymmetric phase change thus destroying 

the phase matching condition (Fig. 8-3b). For each type of switching 

both a long coupling length and a large number of ooupling-langths 

reduce the voltage required for switching through an increase in the 

interaction length. However, a finite limit to the device size will 

exist on account of the length over which the required fabrication 

tolerances can be maintained. In addition limitations will be 

imposed by the scattering which occurs on each couplina transition 

leading to a reduction in the rejection ratio between the two guides. 

Loweý volta. s-es are required for switching when an electrooptic wave- 

guide is used in preference to an eletrooptic material as the 

tunnelling gap or substrate. 

The voltages required for switching are calculated from a 

knowledge of the structure geometry and the electrooptic equation (5-3) 
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yielding an expression linking applied voltage to induýed refractive 

index change. In the phase mismatched switching the refractive index 

change is related to the change in phase propagation constant dp by 

differentiation of the relevant mode equation. For a structure 

which relies on switching by altering the couplinj; length the 

refractive index change is related to the coupling coefficient by 

equation (8.27) which was obtained from differentiation of equation 

(8.24). 

2k2n 2PN cPx Px 
_x dh = n' - 22k2 k ki 0k0 

2k 2n1- 

2(1+( k 1,2 +2 Ic 2 k 7-) )k (1+( 
00 00 

2 (8*27) 

+ 
2k, px 

dn 

k4a+ 
k121 

0 
(tý) ) 

0J 

where dp = xdn 1 
(obtained from differentiation of the appropriate mode 

equation). 

dx and dp are defined by the coupler geometry through equations (0.1) 

and (8.2) 
. 

The phase matching of the modes in a directional coupler is 

very critical for 100ro power transfer and thus destroying the phase 

matched condition between the two coupled guides requires a much lower 

voltage (smaller refractive index change) than the corresponding coupl- 

ing length change switchingl3. If opposite polarity voltages can be 

applied to the two guides the former effect is further enhanced by a 

factor of two for a given applied voltage. Recentlyp Kogelnik at al'13 

demonstrated that with a split electrode Geometry, independent voltage 

control between the two, guides and phase mismatched switching, small 

fabrication errors could be eliminated by applying a fixed voltage to 

the structure. A greatly enhanced rejection ratio between the guides 

results, Kogelnik et a1113 having measured a value of 26 dB. 

For the above reasons phaoe mismatched switching will be 
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employed whenever the structure geometry permits. The voltarcs in 

section 8-3 are calculated on the basis of 1OWo of the power in the 

coupler guide being switched back to the driven guide in the same 

coupler length (device interaction length) . 

It should be noted that the two criteria, switching voltage 

and fabrication tolerances, have opposing trends and hence in any 

switch design a compromise will be necessary. 

8-3 ELEC11910OPTICALLY CONTROLLED DIRECTIONAL COUPLMR SWITCH DESIGNS 

Theelectrooptically controlled directional coupler switch 

will be a potentially useful device for any optical communications 

system. Having demonstrated the electrooptic properties of the 

cadmium sulphide waveguides and the possibility of efficient coupling 

to and from optical fibresp a similar technology is applicable to 

directional coupler switches. This section describes the possible 

directional coupler configurations for both planar and rectangular 

cadmium sulphide waveguidesp and the equations for deriving the 

tolerance requirements and switching voltages. Numerical results 

viere computed for the various cadmium sulphide structures and the 

Most feasible design is discussed. TE modes in the case of planar 

guides and Ex modes for rectangula7r guides will be ass=ed through- 

Out the subsequent analyses. The guides'will be assumed scatter 

free with no crosstalk occurring by that mechanism. Rejection ratios 

of -10 dB, 
. 15 dB and 20 dB will be considered although the final 

rejection ratio required for a workable digital communicationo sy3tom 

may well need to exceed the most strineent of these values. 

8-3-1 IT-TRILAYER PUNAR STACK DESIGN 

Three designs for an electrooptically controlled switch 

usiniý a stacked slab directional coupler are illustrated in Fig. 0-4- 

Desig 
ýM' 

(a) is based on the silicon monoxide-cadmium sulphide stack 
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used for the phase modulator but because the large refractive index 

difference between the two materials the waveguide tolerances are 

very exacting. Coupler structure (b) overcomes this tolerance 

problem by producing a CdS 
x 

Sel_x - cadmium sulphide stack with a 

smaller refractive index difference. However, a major problem with 

both designs (a) and (b) is that any applied voltage will induce a 

symmetric phase change to each guide and switching will thus occur 

by a change of coupling length with a concomitant increase in the 

required switching voltage. Design (c) relies on the coupling of 

two different modes in each waveguide and consequently the applied 

voltage will induce a phase mismatch between the two guides with a 

c orresponding reduction in switching voltage. The coupling of 

different modes may have severe practical problems since different 

propagation losses affect the directional coupling properties of the 

two guidesll4. In all these designB the fabrication errors that 

arise will limit the final rejection ratio between the two guides 

since independent voltage control over each guide cannot be achieved. 

The tolerances for the waveguide parameters which induce a 

phase mismatch between the coupled waveguides were derived from 

differentiation of the mode equation for planar waveguiden (equation 

(2.8)) and are given in equations(8.28) - (8-30)- The tolerance 

for the waveguide refractive index is calculated from, 

2(0? -n 
2 

k2 

kn ka + (n 2_n2 

dp 
122 

wk2 -n2 2 

for the waveguide thickness, from 

k(n 2_p 2) 

dp a+222 da 
k(p/ý-n 2)2 

(8s28) 

(0*29) 
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and for the surrounding refractive index, from 

n 
2_p 2 
I 

/ý 

2 2) -L 22 
dp 

n2k /ý-n 
22 

(n, -n 2) dn (8-30) . 7Pk' 
ka +2-2 2-n 2). j 

2 
L 

where the variables are defined in Pig. 8-4- The tolerances which 

induce a phase matched change (and hence a change in coupling length) 

are derived from differentiation of equation (8.24) and are givcn in 

equations (8-31) and (8-32); 

dn --k0 xdc 

for the tunnelling gap thicknessp and 

dn -xc+ 
1/k 

22l 
ak 2 +2k 2 

2k 2k2n 
1 

-----2 dn 
(k3+k 2kk22 

21 2) 

(8.31) 

(8-32) 

for the tunnelling gap refractive index where the variables are 

defined in Pig. 8-4- For designs (a) and (b) the toleranco on 

tunnelling layer refractive index is given by equation (8*32) but 

for the non-symmetric structure of design (c) the change in tunnalling 

layer refractivo index will induce-a phase mismatch and equation (8-30) 

should be employed. dp and dn are related to the rejection ratio 

between the guides through equations (8.1) and (8.2). 

The switching voltages for designs (a) and (b) were calculated 

from equation (8.27) while those for the asymmetric design (c) were 

derived using equation (8.28)o 

Tables 8.1,8.2 and 8-3 contain the numerical results for 

waveguide tolerances and switching voltagco for designs (a), (b) and 

(c) respectively. Each table contains a range of rejection ratios 

and device interaction lengths. It can be seen that for designs (a) 

and (b) the svitching voltages make the dovices impracticablo, How- 
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ever the waveguide tolerances would allow the fabrication of a passive 

directional coupler in both these structures. Design (c), althou, 3h 

having acceptable switching voltages, would be totally unrealistio 

owing to the exceptionally small thicknesses required for the TE 
0 

waveguide and the correspondingly stringent tolerance requirementSe 

It is thus unreasonable to produce an optical switch using a stacked 

planar waveguide technology. 

8-3.2 THE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE DESIGN 

The rectangular waveguides allow independent voltage control 

to be applied to each, guide and hence the voltage across the structure 

is reduced, fabrication errors can be reduced and the advantages of 

asymmetric phase mismatched switching can be used. Two desif; ns 

based on selenium diffused waveguides in thin films of cadmium culphido 

are illustrated in Fig. 8-5- Design (a) is based on a refractive 

index difference of 5X10-3 between the cadmium sulphide and the 

CdSxSel_x and design (b) is for a refractive index difference of 
2 2-5xlO- The first design is based on the refractive index 

difference reported in chapter 7 while the latter desien repreaente the 

best structure assuming the refractive index of the CdS 
x 

Sel_x can be 

further increased without detrimerýt to the waveguido loss# 

The waveguide tolerances for the phase matched changes were 

derived from equations (8-31) and (8-32) while the phase mismatched 

tolerances were obtained from differentiation of the closed form. 

approximation of equation (7.1) assuming waveguide nymmotry (io n 2"n4 

and n3 ýn 5 The tolerance for the waveguide width is calculated 

from; 

2 2n 2A) -2 -3 2 2 
+33 dp -TI+ 

! ýý) 
da (0-33) 

a3 nn 12aa nn 12a- n 

.j 
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for the waveguide thickness, - from 

n 
)2 

+ 
A -2 2A2)-3 (jA2) 

dp TE 1+ 
ý' 

2) 
db (8-34) 

nb 

ýb 
7b- 

b3 'Ab 
2 

for the waveguide refractive index, from 

2 

En3 
n2 

2nn, 2 +4nn an A 
2 Jl_n 12 -3 aA3 

,! 
133 

u21 nl-n, 
dp n -a - 

X2 1 
ýa 

nn, 
2a-n2n1 4a2 

2A -3 
2A2 21 2) 

2\ nl n2 
dn, (8-35) ýb 

+ 3b nb 

for upper and lower surrounding refractive indicesp from 

4n A +2n 
2A- 

233333, n2 dp I+3 dn (8.36) !! ýI 
3 

nn, 
2a nn, 

2a 

LJ 

and for the left and right surrounding refractive indicesp from 

n2 

2 2A 2\-3ý- 2A 2 
CnF: 

nýý2 dp 1- 2 dn (8-37) 
b 7-b) 

nb 
2 

Li 

where A12X 2)-26.9 p and q are the x and y mode numbers and the 
2(n 1 -n i 

other variables are defined in Fig. 8-5- 

The switching voltages are calculated using equation (8-35) 

to relate the applied voltage to the phase chan& through the 

induced refractive index change. Opposite polarity voltages are 

assumed on the two electrodes. The widths of the waveguides have 

been chosen to produce the desired coupling length while tho thiCknOD3 

is selected for maximum phase change to minimise the required switching 
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voltage. Phase change in a rectangular guide has similar behaviour 

I to the planar waveguide case of Fig- 5-7- 

The numerical results for waveguide tolerances and owitching 

voltages are given in Tables 8-4 and 8.5 for the designs (a) and (b) 

respectively. Because the rectangular wavoguide: 3 are fabricated 

simultaneously refractive index tolerances are less sienificant with 

the major considerations being the tolerances on the waveguida and 

tunnelling Cap widths. In both designs the tolorances can be met by 

existing technologies and any small error remaining could bo 

eliminated using the electrode geometry of Kogelnik et a1113. The 

switching voltages for design (a) are high due to the large guide 

thicknesses required for 2-d confinement; therefore a switch of that 

design would be impracticable. However, design (b) appears feasible 

both from the point of view of the waveguide tolerances and the 

switching voltages. Although the, structure will withstand the 

voltage required for switching, 61 volts does not compare favourably 

with the 6 volts required for the switch fabricated in titanium 

diffused lithium niobate4B. This arises because, of the large difference 

between the electrooptic coefficients of cadmium sulphide and lithium 

92 
. 8x, 0-12 -1 1XIO-12 -1 niobate 9 (r 

33 
(LiNbO 

3) = 30 mv and r 13 
(CdS) . 1. mv 

8.3-3 ALTERNATIVE COUPLTM DESIGNS 

, Two further types of waveguide structure, which provide two 

dimensional confinement of an optical beam, are the rib guide (Fig. 11.6a)ý 

and the strip loaded film guide (Fig. 8.6b). They are of interest in 

the fabrication of a directional coupler duo to the large field 

115. 
penetrations which exist beyond the confining medium Much larger 

waveguide dimensions are therefore possible for acceptable coupling 

lengths with a corýresponding relaxation in the fabrication tolerances. 

Little work has been done on such devices and only approximate theoriO3125 

exist to describe the modes in both rib and strip loaded ntructures. 
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The analyses are limited in accuracy near cut-off, the situation 

. 
prevailing with a directional coupler. These devices, however, aro 

not considered practical in. the case of cadmium sulphide as tho 

waveguide thickness would need to be less than Ipm and would 

consequently result in a large waveguide attenuation. 

Anoiher possible directional coupler, shown in Fig. 8-79 

was proposed by Auracher et al 
116 

as a means of producing directional 

coupling between two uncoupled rectangular waveguides through a third 

intermediary layer placed over or under the two guides. It was also 

predicted that although phase matching between the two guides (1) 

and (2) must be maintained the third guide need not be exactly phase 

matched to the other two to permit IoWo power transfer. Since the 

top two guides are uncoupled their sizes can be increased (io mode is 

further from cut-off) thus relaxing the tolerance requirements and so 

simplifying device fabrication. This structure could have particular 

relevance. to the case of cadmium sulphide rectangular waveguides where 

the ultimate waveguide loss could prevent the fabrication of guides 

with small enough dimensions to couple laterally (cf. cadmium sulphido 

waveguides grown on etched silicon substrates). Since guides (1) and 

'(2) must be phase matched for 100% power transfer switching of the 

light would be possible by electrooptically inducing a phase mismatch 

between these guides. The severe drawback of this structure is that 

it is multimode and in a practical situation scattering between the 

nodes will exist. A coupler fabricated in 7059-glass and quartz 

using the three coupled waveguide system of Fig. 8-7 is discussed in 

ApPendi.. x D. It is concluded that multimode waveguides cannot be used 

-for reliable directional coupling. 

8-4 DISCUSSION OF RESIILTS 

The numerical analyses have shown that a directional couplor 

could be fabricated using either a planar stacked structure or a 
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rectangular waveguide configuration. However, only the rectangular 

waveguide system provides a means of switching the light between the 

waveguides. Single mode operation of the guides used for a directional 

coupler would appear essential and this is another point in favour of 

the CdS 
x 

Se 1-x waveguides. Tolerance requirements for the coplanar 

structure will also be more readily achieved because the two waveguides 

are fabricated simultaneously within a very small area. Any remaining 

fabrication errors can be further alleviated by the electrode scheme 

of Kogelnik et a1113 whereby separate voltage control can be applied 

to the two coupled guides. The switching voltage is also reduced 

since opposite polarity voltages can be applied. 

An electrooptic directional coupler switch requiring 61 volts 

for complete power transfer is possible with selenium diffusion into 

a thin film of cadmium sulphide (An=2-5x, 0-2 ) to produce two 

CdS 
x 

Se 1-x guides 5 ýnxl. 6 p, separated by 2 pm with La=1.65 mm- 

The device interaction length would be 4.95 mm- The voltage for 

switching is considerably greater than for the titanium diffused 

lithium niobate structure of Papuchon et a148 and although efficient 

fibre-film coupling may be possible to the cadmium sulphide device 

the voltage would exclude its use in any practical integrated optical 

circuit. The technology, however, is still of interest and the 

possibility of a material with a larger electrooptic coefficient being 

amenable to the same fabrication technique would clearly stimulate 

further interest in this approach. 
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CHAT? ER CONCLUDING DISCUSSTON 

901 CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that thin films of cadmium sulphide can bo 

evaporated with good reproducibility by an electron beam gun, from 

compound cadmium sulphide source materials. The films grown on 

amorphous substrates have a highly orientated polycrystalline structure 

with the c-axis perpendicular to the incident vapour stream. Those 

films groim on single crystal < 111 > spinel substrates are epitaxial 

films. The use of cadmium sulphide films as optical wavoguides 

was demonstrated for 1-15 jim radiation with a minimum attenuation of 

5 dBcm-l for films on amorphous substrates and 2 dBcm-l for those 

grown on spinel substrates. The minimum in waveguide loss was found 

to be synonymous with optimum film stoichiometry and structure. In 

particular a slow growth rate was found to be beneficial Jn improving 

the initial highly disordered region of the films grown on amorphous 

substrateso Once an initial growth layer had becn established tho 

evaporation rate was less critical. The rationale for this researcht 

the techniques for evaporating a highly oriented active waveguide on 

an amorphous substrate, s-till stands as to date no comparable results 

have been reported. Most other active waveguides have relied on 

epitaxial growth and single crystal substrates. 

The realisation of low loss rectangular waveguides based on 

thin polycrystalline films of cadmium sulphide was the most complex 

aspect of this research and to date has not been completely solved. 

Por a well confirpd mode the waveguides formed by evaporation onto 

selectively etched silicon substrates have shown the lowest attenuation# 

15 dBcm-1 for a 20 pm wide guide formed with a2 pm, thick film. For a 

5W wide guide formed by diffusion of selenium into polycrystallino 

cadmium sulphide thin films losses of 15 dBcm-l have also been attained 

but in this situation the waveguide mode is less tightly confined. The 

above losses are higher than those quoted formetangular waveguidas 

formed by ion bombardment and diffusion into other semiconductor 
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materials9 but again these all required the use of, single crystal 

substrates. The major problems associated with the formation of the 

cadmium sulphide waveguides was its chemical reactivity and the side 

wall roughness which contributed to the large scatter loss. The 

lower losses in the CdS 
x 

Se I-x diffused guides were due to the 

amelioration of edge roughness caused by the diffused profile at the 

side wall boundaries. 

A general theory for five lossy waveguiding layers has been' 

developed for use in the calculation of phase change for any multi- 

layer-type waveguide phase modulator. The results of a specific 

design study for the case of an Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al modulator have been 

presented and show that, provided waveguide loss is not a significant 

factory an optimised structure can have a comparable modulation drive 

10 
power to the lithium niobate type modulator Although lithium 

niobate has a much larger electrooptic coefficient the improved 

structure efficiency of the parallel plate electrode schema 

compensates in the case of cadmium sulphide. 

The phase modulation properties of the Al-SiO-CdS-SiO-Al 

planar modulator structure have been shown to agree with the 

theoretical predictions implying that the '13 electrnoptic coefficient 

of the polycrystalline cadmium sulphide films is close to the value 

-12 -1 of l. lxlO mV for bulk single crystals. The optimum figure of 

meritcould not be attained due to the practical limitati-ns of wave- 

guide loss* The minimum realisable power per unit bandwidth wao 

ll-5mVV?, UIz-l for one radian phase change in a diffraction limited 

2 
stýuoture r7ith electrode area lOxO-5mm . Tapored film coupling 

between 7059-glass and cadmium sulphide waveguidee with phase 

modulation in the composite structure was also demonstratcd for 

planar guides. This technology has three advantaCes; first the 

bulk of the guiding could be carried out in the low loss glnss thus 



reducing the device insertion loss# second highly efficient fibre- 

film coupling can be achieved to 7059-glass waveguides 
100 

and third 

it permiýs the use of a hybrid thin film technology where devices 

can be built, in the best materials and interconnected by means of a 

low refractive index overlay guide. The final phase modulator 

reported was one in which lateral confinement of the mode was achieved 

using a rectangular raveguide. For an electrode area of 5XO. 02 mm 
2 

the modulator will have a power per unit bandwidth of 900 pIT,, UIz-l for 

one radian phase change. The figure is larger than the values 

reported for lithium niobate55 because of the largo waveGuide loss 

limiting the device length and also the wavelength of operation at 

1.15 Vm (cf. 0.633 pm for lithium niobate). All these structures 

were based on vacuum evaporated layers with the active film, a 

polycrystalline layer, grown on an amorphous substrate and these 

are the best modulators to be reported using such a technology. 

Equations have been derived for calculating the tolerance 

requirements on a directional coupler to any required rejection ratio 

between the guides. Several designs for directional coupler with 

electrooptically controlled switching were investigated. For a 

selenium diffused cadmium sulphide coplanar rectangular waveguide 

system a switching voltage of 61 volts would be needed for two 

5W x 1.6pm guides (, ýn - 2-5xlo-2 ) 4-95mm long and 2 tim apart. ý The 

., would occur through an electrooptically induced phase mis- switching 

match between the two coupled guides. Recently a number of electro- 

optically controlled directional coupler switches requiring single 

crystal substrates have been reported48t499113. The low switchina 

voltages required for these modulators make it unlikely that the 

selenium diffused cadmium sulphide waveguide switch would be used 

in preference. 

19 
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Thin polycrystalline films of cadmium sulphide have been 

developed from the initial demonstration of optical raveguiding in 

planar films to the achievement of electrooptic phase modulation In 

both planar and 2-d multilayered structures. While the cadmium 

sulphide devices do not possess competitive performances for practical 

applications the technologies used have been shoy. m to provide a 

solution to the fibre-film coupling problem. In addition the wave-, 

guide and device fabrication techniques would lead to low drive power 

devices capable of a higher packing density due to the stacked olec- 

trode configuration. The fabrication of competitive devices# howevert 

awaits the adaptation of a materialp with superior optical propertiest 

amenable to the fabrication techniqueo. described in this thesis. 

9.2 FUTURE WORK 

The final limiting factor on the cadmium sulphido modulator 

performance (apart from the relatively small r 13 electrooptic co- 

efficient which is fixed) has been the minimum attainable waveguide 

loss. In any further studies on cadmium culphide the sources of 

the remaining zaveguide attenuation should be investiCated by 

considering the film structure formation and growth kinetics in more 

detail. To facilitate such a study evaporation by molecular bcam 

epitaxy should be adopted as the impinging rate of the atoms and the 

film stoichiometry can be more accurately controlled. In particular 

the elimination of the source of the large photoconductivity at 

0.633 pm would permit waveguiding in the visible with a concomitant 

improvement in the electrooptic effect 
63. 

Improvements in the planar 

wavegulde loss would help the attenuation in the rectangular wave- 

guides. However, the amelioration of the side wall roughne3a would 

have to be studied further. In particular the selenium diffusion 

technique deserves further study to solve the problems of high wave- 

guide loss for high selenium concentrations and a closer study of the 
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diffusion mechanisms involved may prove valuable. The guides 

formed by evaporation onto the selectively etchedcLlicon could also 

be studied further as the silicon substrato would enable the 

integration of optics and electronics. 

If the above improvements could be made to the basic 

cadmium sulphide waveguides then the electrooptic modulator performance 

could be made comparable to the best quoted results55. Although 

taperea film coupling between slab waveguides has been investigated 

a detailed theoretical and experimental study of this coupling between 

rectangular wavegaides would be a fruitful area of viorke 

The small electrooptic effect of cadmium sulphide means that 

an electrooptically controlled directional coupler switch requires a 

large voltageý(af lithium niobate) and thus some alternative switching 

schemes, possibly based on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer509 should 

be investigated. Fabrication the amplitude modulator illustrated 

schematically in Fig. 9.1 could be attempted. The device would 

produce an amplitude modulation of the light in the fibre and would 

possess rigidityt fibre-fibre coupling and temperature stabilityt 

all features required of an integrated optical system 
19 

Some theoretical studies on a conductivity modulator based 

on a cadmium sulphide waveguide are described in Appendix E. The 

study assumes that the voltage on the gate of a thin film depletion 

mode insulated gate field effect transistor controls the number of 

free carriers injected into the cadmium sulphide thus modulating, by 

absorptiong the propagating mode. No previous attempt has been made 

to induce optical loss modulation by electrical injection of free 

carriers. However, cadmium sulphide would appear a Cood choice of 

material due to the low mobilities and effective masses of its free 

carriers 
117. The principle advantaCe of such a device would be for 

use at lone-er wavelengths (eg 10.6 jim) where the conductivity 

modulator becomes more efficientp unlike the clectrooptic modulatnr 
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based on a cadmium sulphide phase modulator 
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for which the converse is true. 

The limitations of cadmium sulphide are that it is an 

infrared material, is soft, has a relatively small-electrooptic 

coefficient and does not possess low waveguide attenuation. How- 

everp the technologies developed are potentially useful if a more 

suitable material could be found. Of the. 111-Y semiconductor compounds 

the nitrides have not been-extensively studied. They are wide band 
118 119 

gap materials and epitaxial growth of some has been achieved 

Aluminium nitride grown by chemical vapour deposition could be a 

suitable choice as it possesses the same crystal symmetry as cadmium 

sulphide, has a band gap of 6eV 118 
and is hard. The possibility of 

producing other Y_11 - 
_V. and _1l-_V1 compounds by molecular beam epitaxy 

should not be overlooked since the relative ease with which the dop- 

ing of the layers and components of the incident vapour can be 

controlled could lead to devices which would perform all the functions 

required of an integrated optical circuit* 
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APPPTDIX Al: COMPUTER FL017 DLAGRAM OF PROGRAM POR CAI, CULAIIJI. 'r, 
PROPAGATIOJI COPSYAN ) THICKNI-: SS 11 

START 

t: Refractive Indices 

Wavelength of light 

Humber of Modes 

Step the value of 
ý/k from the 

substrate refractive index to 

the guide refractive index and 

calculate the guide thickness 

from the mode equations at each 

step. 

, Output: mode number and type 

propagation constant 

waveguide thickness 

FINISH 
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APPENDIX A2: COMPUTER FLOW DTAGRAM OP PROGRAM FOR rALCITLAMIG r. TITDP, 
RETRACTIVE, INDEX AUD THICKNNSS FRnll THN' '; YIJCJIjjoN')1j-, ) 
COUPLING ANGLES FOR THN' MOPE". )' 

START 

Input: Prism, substrate and 

superstrate refractive indices 

Wavelength of light 

Starting guess for guide 

refractive index 

Mode numbers and respective 

coupling angles 

Calculate the ýIk for each mode from the 

coupler geometry and store the values in an array 
I 

Calculate the waveguide thickness for each mode 

and compute the variance of the guide thickness 

Iterate he guide refractive index until a 

minimum thickness variance is achieved 

Output: Ilean guide thickness 

and refractive index 

FINISH 
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APPOTDIX A3: COMPITTEM FL(Tff DTAGIIHT OP PROCRATT FOR CALCULATTim, cr)MILU 
AIIJ) VýiAVIý, '('ýUIDD, 'TIIICKT4ESSFOR T1114 FIVE LAYN If)', '-)Y 
SYSTIIJ 

START 
, 

put: complex permittivities 

buffer layer thicknesses 

wavelength of light 

number of modes 

To start iteration calculate the guida 

thickness from the real value Of P/k for the 

corresponding 3-layer lossless waveguide 

system 

Set P complex equal to P real +JO and then iteratot 

for a fixed guide thickness, the value of P complex 

using the P=F(P) form of the 5-layer mode equation, 

The real and imaginary parts of P are compared with 

the old values and the iteration cnntinued to the 

required accuracy. 

Output: Guide thickness 

Complex P 

Mode number 
f 

PINISII) 
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APPENDIX B: THE TE-TIA PRMT-FILTA COUPLIMR 

The large birefringence of a rutile crystal allows a prism 

coupler to be cut so that the two refractive indices seen by a TE, 

and a TIJ mode can compensate for their propagation constant difference 

and permit equal powers to be launched into the modes at the same 

synchronous coupling angle. Such a system would be of benefit in 

converting an electrooptic phase modulator into an amplitude modulator# 

Howeverv the coupler has the disadvantage that it must be designed for 

a particular waveguide geometry. 

If equal powers of a TE and a TM mode are to be launched at 

the same synchronous couplingr angle then equation (Bel) must hold 

n sin sin-' -aa np., sin sin-' - CL (Bel) 
PTE kn,,,,, 

where n PTE and n,, M are the prism refractive indices for tho TE and 

21 waves respectivelyt cL is the prism angle and air has been ancumod 

to be the medium surrounding the prism. PTE and P., are obtained 

from the appropriate mode equation of chapter 2. 

The relationship between r ýITE and the angle t at which tho 

riAile c-axis is cut to the prism base is obtained from Fig. R. 1 as 

1 sin 
2E+=!, 

(B*2) 
n20n22 PTE 'po 

ripe 

where nlo and nPe are the prism ordinary and extraordinary refractive 

indices respectively. 

The relationship between n.., and C is more complex duo to 

the E-field vector being dependent on the direction of propor-, ation 

throuCh the prism. From Fig. B. 2a the rofractive index along y is 

given by 

2 
12. sin 

2+ . 
20S 

2 
(B-3) 

ny nPe nlo 
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Fig. B. 2b forms an index ellipsoid round npo and ny with n V., being 

defined by 

21 PTTIT 
sin 

IS 

in - knrrn4 

ny2 

2 
Cos nn kn MI 

+2 
npo 

(13-4) 

Substituting for n PTE from equation (B. 2) in equatinn (B. 1) yields 

(sin 2ýnP2 
+cos 

2 
gn 

2 
nPo "Pe 

-F sin sin -1 TE e PO) 
CL 

(sin 2 
ýnPe 

2 
+Cos 

2 
gn Po 

2 2' 

n sin sin- CL (B-5) 

2 
and substituting for ny from equation (B-3) in equation (B-4) yields 

2 npý np, 

W nP2 n,, 2 
(np 2 

.222+ Cos 
2 (sin-' 

ý71'1 
0c 

ooll 
ý+nPecos 2.2 kn (ý, 213 2f+n,, 2cos2 

Ik 

np., PTIJ 
0 

in 
0 

(B. 

Equations (B-5) and (B. 6), can bc solved numerically for C and nr 
1 ,, 

given 

the characteristics of the modes that have to be launched at tho samo 

synchronous coupling angle. 

For a1 pm thick cadmium sulphide waveguide on a glass substrate 

nP4 
2 

0 np, 

the TE 
0 and 911 

0 modes will be launched at the same synchronous coupling 

angle if a. = 60 0 and 47 0 giving n PTE " 2.583 and rý,,, - 2-568. 
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APPUTDIX C: CALCULATION OP PHASE CHANGE FOR TNI MODES TU A 
BIREPH111GENT FIIII 

The crystal axes are defined in Fla. C. 1 with respect to 

the waveguide propagation direction. A TTI mode thus has a resultant 

E-field vector which has components affected by both changes in the 

ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices. These changes were 

defined in equations (5-3a) and (5-3b) respectively. Although the 

two refractive indices are very similar the electrooptic coefficiento 
12 1 differ by more than a factor of two (r 

13 
I*lxlo- M V- and 

-1? - -1 92 
r 33 = 2-410 mV) and the cadmium sulphide must therefore bo 

considered birefringent when calculating the phase chango Tho 

phase change for a TIA mode is thus given by equation (C. 1) 

3. 
ý 
a2 

0rner 
33 n2 an 13 0n0 

VTOTCI 

(2d 
Ic 11 c 21 +Vle 11 

2 

I where the variables are defined in equation (5.29) and tho partial 

derivatives ap 
and 

3p 
are defined in equations (C. 2) and (C. 3) which an an 

0e 
are obtained by differentiation of equation (2.22) with the surrounding 

indices assumed the same (Fig. C. 1). 

sin2VP 
2+IV. lnp 2 

2 2_ý2 222 -ý- 2 
P Ck n0 3no (k n0 -P ]2n, 

c)n sin2OO + sin2op + 
notio 

(C. 2) 

2 
-k 

2n2) (k 2n 2_p2 
n (k2n 2_p2)jý 

2000 

W(k 
2n 2-P 2 

sln2o 0 
nn 0 

an 
e 

sfin2OP 
+ sin2op nei, p 

(C*2) 

2 
-k 

2n 2) 
ý* (k 2n 2_02) ,n (k 2n2_p2pý 

2000 

where 

nn (P 2 
-k 

2n2 
0-tan-1 e02 (C-3) 

n (kýJ-p 
20 
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Por a1 ý= thick cadmium sulphide film a phase chanCe of n 

-radians is possible in 10 mm with 8 volts applied across the cuide 

for the TE 
0 mode. For the TJ 

0 mode in the same Cuide 7-5 volts are 

required for an phase change. 



APPITIDIX D: RaPERIPIRITS WTTJJ AN AURACIN,, 11 DTRECTIO17AL COUPLER 
PAB_iýMi'j. 'iZ 1V 7059-GLASS AND FUSED ')]I, ICA 

Auracher et al 
116 

have proposed the directional coupler 

structure illustrated in Fig. D. 1 but no substantiating experimental 

work has been reported. This structure might represent a possible 

directional coupler system for rectangular wavogttidos formed by 

cadmium sulphide where the optical attenuation precludes direct 

coupling of the two coplanar guides. Pirstly, howeverv the 

coupler structure of Fig. D. 1 was built using 7059-class waveguldes 

and a fused silica tunnelling region to check the validity of the 

theory. The dimensions of the structures are given in Fig, Dol 

and accurate control over the layer thicknesses was achieved using 
120 

a laser thickness monitor The rectangular waveguides were 

defined by-ion beam etching through baked photoresiat masks. 

The waveguides supported two modes in the y-direction and 

because of the large widths of the guides supported many modes in the 

transverse x-direction. It thus proved impossible to soleotively 

excite a single mode and even when only two or three modes wero 

launched the light scattered into all the possible modes after only 

a very short distance due to the waveguide imperfections. The 

observed result was that after les'-s than one coupling length the 

light had distributed itself equally between the two cuideso Thin 

was caused by the coupling of a large number of modeng all with 

different coupling lengths, tending to distribute the power equally 

between the two guides. It would thus appear thatp experimentallyt 

single made operation of all three waveGuides is nececoaryo With 

the -third guide larger than the other two it would neon an unlikely 

condition to be fulfilled. 

For the case of rectangular cadmium culphide waveguides 

evaporated onto selectively etched silicon substrates this coupler 

structure would not provide a practical solution as sirr1o mode waveguides 

are not feasible with the present technolorZo 

a c7) 
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APPENDIX E: CONDUCTIVITY MDULATTON TN CADI-. IILR, t SULTIVIDP, V. AVFr, 'fTDFr) 

An analysis of Weimer 121 for a depletion mode thin film 

insulated gate field effect transistor (Fig. E. 1) derives an 

expression relating a variation in gate voltage to a change in cource- 

drain current below saturation (equation (E. 1)). 

AI 11 dCj 
xv-9 

L2 
(E. 1) 

where IAd is the effective drift mobility, C9 is the capacitance across 

the insulator and VD is the source drain voltage. The current density 

in a semiconductor is related to the number of injected carriors by 

equation (E. 2) which is derived from the equation of chargo continuity 

AJ = EAN 
npne 

(E. 2) 

where E is the electric, field, 0n the number of injected carriers, 

Vn the mobility of electrons and e the charge on an electrons 

Combining equations (E. 1) and (E. 2) relates variations in the gato 

voltage to the number of injected carriers (equation E. 3) 

AVg - 
AN 

n eht 
(E. 3) & or 

where cr is the relative permittivity of the insulator r. atorialv t 

the insulator thickness and h the semiconductor thickness. 

Moss 122 derives an expression relating the number of Injected 

carriers to the absorption coefficient a; 

x2 e3 
Mn 

(E-4) 
4n 2c3ne 

m2 0 nPn 

where mn is the effective mass of electrons, c is the speed of light 

and n the semiconductor refractive index. Combining equations (E-3) 

and (E-4) yields an equation linking a change in gate voltage to a 

= 

change in absorption in the semiconductor wavegulde. 
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1eCrv (E-5) 
41E 2c3nm 2V ht 

nn 

Equation (E-5) provides the necessary infomation to calculato 

the performance of a conductivity modulator. It can be seen that the 

smaller the effective mass and mobility of the semiconductor and tile 

larger the wavelength of operation then the more efficient is the 

conductivity modulation. 

For a cadmium sulphide waveguide 2 pm thick, a silicon 

monoxide insulating layer 0.2 ý= thick, 17 - 10 mm and L- 20 pm then 

90% amplitude modulation could be achieved for 20 volts applied to 

the gate electrode and 10.6 ýLm as the wavelength of oporation. 

4 
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